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RADIATION SHIELDING CALCULATIONS BY MEANS OF

MCNPX

ABSTRACT

Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations were performed to re-evaluate

the configuartion of the horizontal target bombardment station of the ra

dionuclide production at iThemba LABS. Calculated neutron and photon

dose attenuation factors for this shield were compared with those previously

obtained bv means of the mllltigroup discrete ordinate code. Isotropic and

.anisotropic source terms were assumed. Furthermore, two geometries were

considered. namely. spherical and cylindrical

The neutron and photon total dose rates and dose attenuation factors

were calculated at 1.5 m from the center of the target for a shield config

uration composed of a combination of homogeneous materials such as iron,

paraffin wax containing boron carbide for the attenuation of neutrons. and

lastly. lead as an outer photon shield layer. The thickness of lead necessarv

to attenuate photons transmitted from the neutron capture reactions and

those from the decay of the residual nuclei was about -l cm. The amount of

boron carbide needed to mix with paraffin wax was determined by adding.

by weight percent. small increments of boron carbide into paraffin wax until

about 1070 of the boron carbide was e\'entually added into the wax. The

thickness of iron and \\'ax needed to attenuate fast neutrons to thermal neu

trons was determined by fixing the total thickness of the shield 60 cm and the

position of iron. with respect to iron/wax interface \\"as determined by mo\'

ing iron across the shield configuration. \\'here a\·ailable. the results obtained

by means of ,-rc,\p\: \\-ere compared with those previously published.

l \.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

iThemba LABS is a multidisciplinary research facility that provides basic and

applied research using particle beams, neutron and proton radiotherapy for

the treatment of cancer and for supplying cyclotron-produced radioisotopes

for applications in nuclear medicine, industry and research. The main accel

erator, the seperated-sector cyclotron (SSC). accelerates protons up to 200

~leV and heavier charge particles to much higher energies. The accelerated

particles are then steered to different areas of the facility e.g. radiotherapy

vaults, isotope production. etc. The layout of the facility is giwn in Figure

1.1.

There are four beamlines available for the production of radionuclides at

iThemba LABS. Three of these beamlines are horizontal and are all located

in one vault while the wrtical bemline is located in a separate vault. .-\11

these beamlines branch from the SSC to the radionuclide group vaults (see

Figure 1.1). Two of the three beamlines were built in 1988 and hm'c been

1
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Figure 1.1: A layout of the experimental facilities at iThemba LABS

in operation ewr since. The other beamline is reserwd for furture develop

ments. One beamline is utilized for high-energy and low current experiments

(±100 :\leV, currents up to ±100 n.-\) employing stacked-foil activation tech

niques. The other horizontal beamline, so called "elephant" is dedicated to

the routine production of radionuclides, [Ste90], [:\or90]. Radionuclides and

radiopharmaceuticals are produced routinely at iThemba LABS. These are

then supplied to local and international communities.



1.2 Motivation

The "elephant" is a sophisticated, remote-controlled target bombardment

station used for the routine production of radionuclides produced by irradi

ating various targets with 66 MeV proton beams at currents up to 100 {lA.

Three targets can be irradiated in tandem in this target bombardment sta

tion. The "elephant" is located in a vault that has 4.5 m thick concrete walls

for biological shielding of neutrons and gamma radiations. In the design of

such a bombardment station it is essential to take into account radiation

damage to materials inside the vaults. Considerable radiation damage to

materials and components of organic nature e.g. rubbers, plastics, etc. can

occur in a relatively short period of time. And, because it is impractical

to totally exclude radiation from bombardment vaults it is therefore ideal

and safer to limit the amount of radiation levels in these areas. In this way

personnel are not exposed to unnecessary radiations.In addition, not only is

it impractical to replace components of the bombardment station on regular

basis it is costly as well. For this reason the bombardment station should be

designed in such a way that the target is enclosed inside a suitable local ra

diation shield and sensitive components mounted outside the shield. In this

way the components are prevented from excessive radiation damage and, at

the same time, the shield serves to reduce neutron activation of the vaults

and its contents.

At iThemba the the vertical beam target station is still under development

and its current set-up is such that it is open at the top and is not completely

closed at the bottom hence it is not very clear where the neutrons and pho

tons and their associated dose rates are going. especially in position where

the equipment is mounted. It is therefore essential to do an investigation

3



of the neutron and photon dose rates in this vaults and, also on the areas

above and below the vault where the vertical beam target station (VBTS)

is situated. Such a study was previously conducted by Steyn et al [Ste90,

Ste92] whereby dosimetry experiments were performed. The experimental

data, together with radiation transport calculations help desgn the shield

of the "elephant". These radiation transport calculation were performed by

means of the multigroup discrete ordinate code, which is based on the deter

ministic method. With this code only isotropic source terms could be model.

Over the years the use of deterministic-type code have been over-shadowed

by the J\Ionte Carlo based codes such as FLUKA at INF:"i [Fas01], GEANT4

at CER:"i [CER05] can also be downloaded freely, MC:\P/MC:\PX at LA:\L

[MC:"i05] because of their various applications. Although the deterministic

codes are still used for simple-geometry problems they are however not as

dynamic as Monte Carlo codes, such that the multigroup discrete ordinate

codes are almost absolete. Due to their versatility ?lIonte Carlo codes are

generally very big. As such one needs to have a good understanding of their

capabilities. Since ?lIC:\PX is available at iThemba LABS it was therefore

chosen as a tool to perform the radiation transport calculations. However,

since this code has never been used for this purpose at iThemba 1--\BS it

was then decided to test it by re-modeling the shielding of the "elephant'·

and then compare those results with those obtained by Steyn et al. in 1992

[Ste92]. The results from these calculations would be used as benchmark for

the radiation shielding calculations of the VBTS.



1.3 Radiation transport codes

For many decades scientific research was based on the physical experiments,

as a basic for developing and refining theory. This however changed with the

discovery of numerical experiments. Now scientific theories can be based on

numerical experiments that are compared with physical experiments. Nu

merical experiments prO\ide more information and better understanding of

the physical phenomena. The analysis of the results of numerical experiments

can guide the selection and the design of the physical experiments best suited

to valid theories [AMC94]. The numerical experiments are based on com

putational techniques i.e. the transportation of neutral particles, which is

described by the linear Boltzmann transport equation. It is well known that

the Boltzmann equation is mathematically complex hence it cannot be solved

analytically. There are several accurate computer codes that can approxi

mate the solution to the Boltzrnann transport equation. These codes are

available from the Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC) at Oak

Ridge :'\ational Laboratory [RS105]). \"urnerical rnodeling is based on two

general approaches viz. deterministic methods and .\Ionte Carlo technique.

The Deterministic method is based on the discrete ordinate and function

expansion. It is a numerical technique for solving the finite-difference form

of the Boltzrnann transport equation. It involws solutions of an integral

and differential equation that describes the dependence on a spatial coordi

nates or time of some behavioural characteristics of the system in question.

In other words it is characterized by the functions that describe the phase

space density of a particle at a giwn point and its distributions with re

spect to energy. angle and particle type. The Boltzmann transport equation

is set in an approximate form that allows the calculation of the increment



change in the characteristic caused by an incremental change in the vari

able(s). Depending on the boundary conditions (for a given source) the

equations of flux, heating, reaction rates, etc. are directly solved. Determin

istic codes such as RAMA [Bak99], CENTRM [Wil95], ANISN [Eng73], DOT

3.5 [Rho73] compute the neutron flux spectra in one dimensional system or

infinite homogeneous media. They also solve the multigroup intergral trans

port equation using the method of characteristics in arbitral 3-dimensional

geometry.The are two areas that limits accurracy in deterministics codes

compared to continuous-energy :\Ionte Carlo codes, namely, improved geo

metrical modeling and utilization of pointwise nuclear data [WiI99].

Monte Carlo method is a numerical technique that allows the calculation

of the deterministic quality as an average of the corresponding stochastic

one over its probability distribution. It is also called stochastic method. It is

eminently suitable for study of stochastic processes, particularly, the motion

of excited nucleons such as photons and neutrons inside the nucleus where

the nucleus is treated as a Fermi gas after the nucleon-nucleon interaction.

It generates statistical random numbers to decide on the entry point of the

incident particle in the nucleus. the energy and the direction of the incident

particle. The transportation of the emitted radiations i.e. photons and neu

trons is characterized by the particles trawling along a straight path between

a space of collision points. If a collision occurred the particle may be absorbed

or scattered into a new direction and energy. The calculated nucleons are

those that are excited by means of intranuclear cascade and emitted when

they reach the nuclear surface. This proccess is terminated when the nucleus

cannot emit particles anymore. The remaining energy in the nucleus is as

sumed to be statisticallY distributed among all nucleons. with the formation

6



of a fully equilibrated residual nucleus which further decays by evaporation

[Hod97]. As a result of this simulation the flux density is obtained by aver

aging the scores from individual tracks.

Monte Carlo codes e.g. MCNP [Bri93] have been available for years but

they were not considered for most practical routine calculations. Contrary,

deterministic codes were used based on approximate methods for reactor

physics and shielding calculations. Various theoretical models are imple

mented in Monte Carlo codes to describe the stages of the interactions.

The interaction are described by the first stage, pre-equilibrium, evapora

tion/fission, and lastly de-excitation of residual nucleus. At high incident

energies (MeV) the interactions are described by the intranuclear interaction

cascade while the transition between the first reaction and final equilibrium is

described by the pre-equilibrium and e,·aporation models. There are various

approaches used to describe the pre-equilibrium phase e.g. quantum mechan

ical multistep modeL exciton modeL hybrid model and geometry-dependent

hybrid models. The intranuclear cascade model is successful in describing the

main features of proton-nucleus reactions. This model also provides a good

description of the first stage of reaction processes characterised by nucleon

nucleon reaction scatterings and predicts, satisfactorily, the high energy part

of the particle spectra. The intranuclear cascade model started in classical

multiple scattering by Serber [Ser47]. Later on other aspects such as nu

clear mean field, Pauli blocking and the stochastic determination of the final

state in binary collisions were introduced. In some models, quantum effects

of Paul blocking are taken into account, howewr using this feature usually

adds considerably to the computational time.

-
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Two approaches are commonly used in the pre-equilibrium model, namely

multistep model and exciton model. The multistep reaction theory is em

bodied by three main theories e.g. Feshback, Kerman and Koonin (FKK)

[Fes80, Fes95], Tamura, Udagawa and Lenske [TUL] [Tam82] and :'\ishioka,

Weidenmuller and Yoshida (:.i\'VY) [Nis88]. In this case the evolution of the

reaction proceeds through definite steps from the initial nucleon-nucleon in

teraction (first step), "ith each successive step driving the reaction towards

the formation of the compound nucleus. The pre-equilibrium exciton model

Gi66] and hybrid model are based on the notion of an exciton i.e. particle

above or hole below the Fermi level. The initial stage of the reaction of the

projectile and the nucleus is responsible for the essential part of emission at

high-energy end of the spectrum. The initial number of degrees of freedom

in exciton or hybrid model plays an important role. Over the years models

were developed [Bla75] to reproduce the pre-equilibrium cross sections and

describe the reaction process in terms of a series of nucleon-nucleon interac

tion within the nucleus. The pre-equilibrium exciton model is governed by

the set of master equations which describes both competing processes, the

equilibration of the nucleus and the emission. Because of the simplicity and

physical transparency of this modeL the exciton model continues to be used

in spite of the development of more microscopic and quantum mechanical

models.

1.4 Objectives

In this study the radiation shield is designed by performing radiation trans

port calculations by means of :-IC:,\PX. Previously, these calculations were

performed bv employing the multigroup discrete ordinate code. Due to lim-

8



itation of the multigroup discrete code, which were eluded to in section 1.2

above, only isotropic source terms could be modeled [Ste92J. There are two

main objectives of this study:

• To reproduce the data obtained by Steyn et al. using the multigroup

discrete ordinate code.

• To model anisotropic source terms and compare the results with those

obtained using isotropic source terms.

9



Chapter 2

THEORETICAL

BACKGROUND

2.1 Overview

\Vhen the target material is irradiated with a beam of charged particles many

different interactions occur between the particles and the target nuclei. Some

of these interactions are rele,·ant in the production of radionuclides and also

in the development and maintenance of the target bombardment station.

As such an understanding of fundamental processes is required in order to

limit or control the problems inherent in the production of radionuclides.

Furthermore, it is equally important to understand the processes by which

the charged particles lose their energy in matter. These processes include

stopping power of charge particles. energy and range straggling, small-angle

multiple scattering and non-elastic nuclear reactions. This chapter provides

a detailed description of these processes.

10



2.2 Passage of charge particles in matter

Heavy charged particles are defined as energetic ions with mass of one atomic

mass unit or greater, e.g. protons, alphas, products of many nuclear reac

tions, fission products, etc. The passage of a charged particle through mat

ter is characterized by two principal features which arise from collisions with

atomic electrons of the target material and elastic scattering from nuclei.

The two principal features are:

• the practical continuous loss of energy by the particles leading to well

defined ranges, and

• the deflection of the particles from their original direction of movement

A charged particle being surrounded by its Coulomb electric field inter

acts with every atom of matter it passes. Cpon entering the target the parti

cle immediately interacts simultaneously with many electrons. which results

with an electron feeling an impulse from the attractive Coulomb force as the

particle passes its vicinity. Depending on the proximity of the encounter the

electron can either be excited to a higher-lying shell within the target or it

can be ionized by being completely removed from the atom. Only minute

fractions of the kinetic energy of the projectile are transfered from most of

these interactions. Subsequently, the particle suffers small deviations from its

original direction of movement. Due to these encounters the velocity of the

projectile is also decreased and because the kinetic energy transfered from

the projectile to the target nucleons is so smalL it loses its kinetic energy in

many such interactions during its passage. Since the interactions are with

many electrons the net effect is to decrease the velocity of the particle con

tinuousl,' until it is stopped.

11



The electronic collisions are generally characterized into groups of soft or

hard collisions. Soft collisions take place at distances considerably larger than

the atomic radius and the influence of the projectile's Coulomb field affects

the atom as a whole, resulting in the excitation or ionization of electrons.

Hard collisions happens when the projectile hits the atom and interacts, more

likely, with a single atomic electron which is then ejected from the atom as

a delta ray (<5 - ray) with a considerable kinetic energy. At close encounters

the Coulomb interaction occurs with the atomic nucleus as well. In this

case the projectile is scattered elastically and the amount of kinetic energy

lost by the projectile is just enough to satisfy conservation of momentum.

The energy transfered from the charged particle to the target material is

ultimately dissipated into molecular vibrations or heat.

2.2.1 Energy loss and stopping power

The stopping power, S, for charged particles is defined as the particle en

ergy loss per unit thickness as it traverses the target material [Jan82]. It

is frequently refered to as the "rate of change of energy", S=-dE/dx. The

stopping power is an important quantity for calculating the heat deposited

by the projectile in the target and also, for calculating the range of the par

ticles as well as their energy at a particular depth in the target material.

Since the energy loss of the charge particle is caused primarily by inelas

tic Coulomb field interactions with the bound atomic electrons of the target

material then the projectile disperses a small fraction of its energy in every re

sulting atomic excitation. ionization or single electron collision. Because the

number of interaction per unit path length is \'ery large the resulting effect

is a considerable cumulative energy loss occuring in thin layers of the target

12



material. The energy loss resulting from both these processes is defined a

(2.1)

where, the parameter I and G/Z represent the mean ionization potential

of the target atom and shell correction, respectively. The parameter i3 = vie,

is related to the kinetic energy of the particle, c and v represent the particle

velocity and velocity of light, repsectively. The electron charge is denoted by

e while m represents the electron mass. The atomic numbers of the particle

and target are respectively presented by z and Z .

In MC\,PX the ionization potentials have been enhanced to the values

and enterpolation procedure recommended by the International Commission

on Radiation Cnits and ~[easurements [ICR84] thereby bringing the model

into closer ICRC compliance. To correct for the density effects the param

eterization of Sternheimer and Peierls [Ste71] are used. In the case of high

energy protons and other light charged particles the full kinetic energy trans

fer is implemented.

2.2.2 Pathlength

The pathlength is defined as the average distance travelled b,· a beam of

particles from the point where it enters the target material with a specific

kinetic energy to the point at which the kinetic energy is equal to zero.

It includes track deflections caused by angular scattering and is sometimes

referd to as the ··continuous slowing down approximation range'·. The range.

R. is defined as the average depth of penetration of charge particles measured

13



along a straight line parrallel to the original direction of the motion of the

particles. The relation of range to energy loss is given as

(2.2)

where Eo is the energy of the projectile and -dE/dx is the stopping power

for the projectile in a target material. The range is always less than the path

length because of angular deflection caused by multiple scattering processes.

Figure 2.1 gives a rough illustration of the pathlength and range of protons

within a target material.

/ Tqa/l4alCriil

!kIm ofproluniI"llll

DlI$ I:IlaD E. --~ hA
~

~ -
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the pathlength and range of particles

in the target material.

2.2.3 Energy and range straggling

The energy lost by a projectile in a collision with atomic electrons is not

always the same since the distance of closest approach (impact parameter)

i, not predictable and varies considerably. The number of collisions suffered



by the projectile per unit length varies for individual protons. Therefore,

the energy lost per unit distance traveled is not constant and so two protons

with the same energy need not come to a stop at the same range or have

the same pathlength. This variation is called straggling and it has a statis

tical nature. At low energies, where nuclear stopping dominates and where

fluctuations in the effective charge of the proton are mostly prevalent, the

fractional energy loss per collision becomes larger. Through nuclear stopping

the proton undergos scattering resulting with the beam acquiring an energy

spread after passing through a particular thickness of a target. This beam

spread is known as energy straggling. Thus, a mono-energetic beam of pro

tons do not have a unique range in the target material. The beam spread

increases with increasing depth of penetration, resulting in range straggling.

In short, range straggling is a consequence of energy straggling.

The Vavilov distribution [Vav.57] is used to describe the energy strag

gling of charged particles. At low energies and large step sizes the Va,·ilov

distribution approaches a Gaussian distribution [Sel6.!] while at high ener

gies or small sizes the Vavilov distribution approaches a Landau distribution

[Lan.!.!].

2.2.4 Small-angle multiple scattering

During their passage in the matter the charged particles are deflected by the

atomic nuclei..-\ single proton undergoes many such small angle deflections

which may result in an increasing angular spread in the beam with increasing

target thickness. This affects the beam such that it broadens towards the

end of a thick target. The beam spread is caused by elastic nuclear collisions

and the contribution from inelastic collisions are negligible [SchOl], [\\"aI92].
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The Gaussian model based on the theory presented by Rossi [Ros42] is

implemented in the treatment of small-angle Coulomb scattering. Although

in the original theory both angle deflections and small spatial displacement

were accounted for, however, in this model only the part of the theory that

addresses the angular deflections is used for charged particles.

2.3 Nuclear interactions

The type of processes most prevalent when the charged particle traverses the

target material depend on the type of interactions between the two ions. It is

possible for the two ions to interact non-elastically through elastic Coulomb

scattering. This happens when the distance between the interacting ions is

large enough for them to feel each others field i.e. the particle does not come

into close contact with the target nucleus. If the encounter is close enough.

the projectile may produce an internal disturbance in the nucleus which may

result in the excitation of the target nucleus. This process is refer to as

inelastic scattering. At even closer encounters the incident projectile may

penetrate the nucleus thereby causing a nuclear reaction. In this instance.

the projectile can either collide with a single nucleon, ejecting it directly or

it can get absorbed in the nucleus. The latter gives rise to the formation of

the compound nucleus while the former results in pre-equilibrium.

There are three types of mechanisms that can take place in proton

induced nuclear reactions. Direct nuclear reactions takes place when the

proton interacts with a few nucleons in the target. some of which are di

n~ctly ejected and the majority of the nucleons are left undisturbed. In this
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case there is a strong possibility that the proton will leave the nucleus again

after losing a fraction of its kinetic energy to the nucleons. This reaction

takes place very fast (within 10-22 seconds) i.e. without going through the

compound nucleus stage. In the compound-reaction mechanism the proton

is absorbed in the nucleus, resulting with the compound nucleus progressing

towards a statistical equilibrium. This is due to the fact that the nucleons

re-share and re-share the energy of the proton among themselves without

any emission. The excited compound nucleus de-excites by emitting parti

cles and gamma rays until it finally reaches the ground state. In contrast,

compound-nucleus occurs at longer times (typically 10-16 seconds) compared

to direct reactions. During this nuclear excitation, the energy of the proton

is progressively shared amongst the target nucleons and at any stage particle

emission can occur. A clear-cut classification into either direct or compound

reactions is therefore often not possible since the so-called pre-equilibrium

emission frequently occurs during the reaction.

In summary the interaction can be categorized into three stages. namely,

first, second and final stage. In the first stage a particle incident on a nu

cleus interacts with individual nucleons via particle-particle cross sections as

described by Bertini [Ber63] in a potential which describes the density of the

nucleus as a function of radius. In order to describe this phase Intranuclear

cascade (I:\C) and Pre-equilibrium models [Hod92] are used. In the second

stage, the residual nucleus undergoes evaporation by releasing neutrons and

light ions. Typical energies for evaporation are around 1 :--11'V. In the case

of light ions (for A < 13 and ].J, < A < 20) a Fermi-breakup model replaces

the evaporation model [:--lan2~1· In the final stage the excited nucleus decavs

by gamma emission. when the excitation energy is below the threshold for
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particle production.

In the intranuclear cascade (INC) model the particles propagate like free

particles in the nuclear medium. During the interaction the nucleons are

considered to be free gas, confined within a potential that describes a nuclear

density as a function of radius. The Fermi motion of the nucleons is taken

into account when modeling the interactions. The basic assumptions of the

intranuclear cascade model revolve around

• the spatial point where the incident particle enters is selected uniformly

over the projected area of the nucleus,

• total free particle-particle cross-sections and region-dependent nucleon

densities are used to select the path length for the projectile particle,

• the exciton model is updated as the intranuclear cascade proceeds, and

• if Pauli's exclusion principle allows and the energy of the particle is

greater than the cutoff energy, the second step is performed to transport

the products.

The interaction probability per unit length is given by free space cross

section, properly averaged over the Fermi motion of the target nucleons times

the local nuclear density. Therefore. the particle motion is formulated in a

classical way in that it can be subjected to an average nuclear potential.

which is added to the kinetic energy of the particle when traversing through

the nucleus. The effect of the nuclear mean field on the particle motion is ei

ther null (zero) or it produces curved trajectories in a semiclassical approach

according to energy and momentum consen·ation. The curveture effects by

the mean field are commonly refered to as ··refraction·· or '·reflection·' effects.
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In principle, interactions occur like in free space in the Center of Mass Sys

tem (CM) of the two colliding ions and because of the Fermi motion, the

laboratory frame does not coincide with the frame where the target is at rest

but a suitable Lorentz boost is applied to transform the secondary particles

back into the laboratory frame. Interactions occur in a completely incoher

ent and uncorrelated way. No coherence or difractive effect is included and

neither are cluster or multibody processes are included. Quantum effects are

mainly limited to Pauli blocking. Secondary particles are treated in the exact

same way as primary particles, with the only difference that they start their

trajectory already inside the nucleus. The momentum of the target nucleus

is described by the Wood-Saxon distribution where the potential, V (r), is in

the form of several concentric spheres of different density as shown by the

expression below

V(r) = -Vf(r) = -1 + exp[r-;;R]' (2.3)

where R is about half density radius and a is the diffuseness parameter.

In this case the nucleus is considered to be a cold Fermi gas. The E\C model

is less succes3ful at low energies. The pre-equilibrium phase is the transition

between the first reaction and final equilibrium hence at low energies it re-

places INC model.

Two approaches are most commonly used to describe the pre-equilibrium

phase, viz. quantum-mechanical multistep model and the exciton model

[Hod92J. The initial number of "excitons" (a particle above the Fermi surface

or a hole below the Fermi surface) is established. At each step the excited
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nucleus may emit a neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, helium-3 or an alpha,

or may even evolve toward an equilibrium number of excitons by increasing

the exciton number by one particle-hole pair. The chain stops when either

the exciton number or when the excitation energy is below any emission

threshold.

2.4 Residual radioactivity

Most of the residual nuclei produced via nuclear reactions are unstable. In

order to return to stability they subsequently decay either via alpha, beta, or

gamma ray emission. Mainly neutron-deficient radionuclides which decay by

means of positron emission accompanied with photon annihilation and also

",ith other gamma rays, are produced this way. Electron capture and electron

transition are other decay modes also common in neutron-deficient radionu

clides. Hence, a production of a radionuclide usually result in a complex

mixture of radiations, e.g. neutrons and gammas, which can be problematic

especially to personnel and also to material and components of the target

bombardment station. Therefore sufficient steps should be taken towards

preventing the over-exposure of personnel and to limit the damage on the

components.

2.5 Neutron interactions

Being one of the primary particle types emitted in a nuclear reaction, neu

trons are produced in great numbers when a target material is bombarded

with a proton beam. Cnlike neutrons other light particles (protons. alphas.

etc.) also produced are rapidly slowed down and stopped in or close to the
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target. Since neutrons are uncharged they do not experience gradual slowing

down when passing through matter. They interact only with nuclei hence

they travel great distances in matter. The secondary particles resulting from

neutron interactions are almost always heavy charged particles. These par

ticles may be produced either as a result of neutron-induced reactions or by

nuclei of the absorbing material itself, which has gained energy as a result of

neutron collision. Consequently, they cause numerous secondary nuclear re

actions not only in the material close to the target but also in the walls of the

room in which the bombardment is performed. The relative probability of

various types of neutron interaction change dramatically with neutron energy.

Therefore, neutrons are categorized into two groups viz. "fast-neutrons" and

"slow-neutrons" .

Slow-neutron interactions include elastic scattering in which the neutron

interacts with the absorbing material nuclei and a large set of neutron

induced nuclear reactions. Very little kinetic energy can be transfered to

the nucleus in elastic scattering. This is mainly due to the small kinetic en

ergy that the slow neutron possesses. Elastic collisions bring neutrons into

thermal equilibrium with the absorbing material before a different type of

interaction takes place, which is why slow-neutron energy range is mostly

found among thermal neutrons. The real important slow-neutron interac

tions are from neutron-induced nuclear reactions because they can create

secondary particles of sufficient energy to be detected directly. Since the in

coming neutron has a low energy, the reactions must haw a positive Q-value

to be energetically possible. Hence the radioactiw capture reaction. (n,~i), is

often the most probable reaction and plays an important part in the atten

uation of neutrons.
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In the case of fast neutron interactions, the importance of scattering be

comes greater because the neutrons can transfer a considerable amount of

their kinetic energy in one collision, resulting in recoil nuclei produced as

secondary particles. At each scattering point a neutron losses energy and is

slowed down to lower energies. On the other hand, if the energy is high the

neutron will undergo inelastic scattering with the nuclei. The recoil nucleus

is hence elevated to an excited state during the collision, followed by sub

sequent deexcitation, with emission of a gamma ray. The neutron losses a

great deal of its energy than it would in an equivalent elestic collision.

Thermal effects such as free-gas and molecular binding thermal treat

ments have to be taken into account when tracking neutrons. In this treat

ment the target nuclei are in motion as a result of non-zero temperature

of the material. To best describe this effect an isotropic "vlaxwellian distri

bution of the target velocities is assumed. Accordingly, cross sections are

the function of relative velocity between the neutron and the target. In a

'.'v<Iaxwellian "sea" of targets mono-energetic neutrons "see" targets with a

spectrum of relative velocities leading to Doppler broadening of the cross

sections. Furthermore, the temperature has an impact on the kinematics of

neutron collisions due to neutrons tendencies to thermalise to energies con

sistent with the material temperature.

In molecular binding thermal treatment the low energv-wavelength neu

trons can interact with the lattice spacing of solids and the cross sections

shows verv uneven beha,·ior in that each peak corresponds to a particular

sets of crystal planes. It is found that in some directions coherent scattering
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(interference of scattered waves) has a constructive contribution while show

ing an opposite effect (non-constructive contribution) in other directions.

This brings about change in angular distribution (Bragg scattering). Molec

ular energy levels can play an important role in liquids and solids, especially,

vibrational and rotational levels and also in cases where energy spacing is

approximately 0.1 eV to a few eV below. Neutrons can loose or gain energy

in discrete amounts thereby modifying the double-differential cross section

i.e. thermal inelastic scattering. Thermal cross section, S(n,p), are designed

to model neutron scattering as impacted by the binding of the scattering

nucleus in solid, liquid or gas moderators.

2.6 Photon interactions

An excited nucleus de-exite by radiating photons with different energy ranges.

In an electronic transitions in an atom only photons with low energies are

emitted but high energy photons are from nuclear bremsstrahlung. The trans

port and the attenuation of the photons depend largely on the three major

interactions namely: Incoherent scattering, photoeletric absorption and pair

production as well as the other types of scattering. All these scattering pro

cesses lead to a transfer of photon energy to electron energy. The photon can

disappear competely or it can be scattered at a significant angle at which it

continuously interacts with other atoms.

Coherent scattering occurs when a photon interacts coherently with all

the electrons of the target atom. It is also known as Rayleigh scattering. and

it neither excites nor ionizes the atom. The photon retains its orignal energy

after the scattering ewnts. This scattering is often neglected because of min

imal effect on photon energy and small changes in direction. The probability
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of scattering of a photon and an electron

in the absorbing material.

of coherent scattering is significant only for low energy photons (i.e. feweV)

interacting with low atomic number targets. The probability is most promi

nent when the interaction is with high atomic number targets.

The process of incoherent scattering take place when an incident photon

interacts with an indi\idual electron in a target material. The photon trans

fer a portion of its energy to the electron (assumed to be initially at rest)

after the interaction. The electron is known as recoil electron. The photon

subsequently continues to interact "ith other electrons until its energy is de

pleted at some angle with respect to its original direction. The electron then

produces secondary ionization events. Thus. the angle of scattering depends

on the energy transferred to the electron. Figure 2.2 shows Compton scat

tering which takes place between the incident photon and an electron in the
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where

1 N
X = 'V LXi

... i=l

and its relative error is given by

(3.2)

(3.3)

If Xl = X2 =... , then R=O and if Xl i 0, X2 = X3 = ... = 0, R = 1

The factors related to precision include the type of calcuations (forward

versus adjoint), estimator type, variance reduction techniques and number

of particles ran. Accuracy and precision are governed by the Central Limit

Theorem which states that the distribution of the sum of independent, iden

tically distributed random variables approaches a normal distribution as n

approaches infinity [:'.Ian05].

The moti\"ation for \'ariance reduction is described bv the relative error. ,

R, as

"n 2

R2 _ L....i-l Xi
- _)2(2::7=1 X,

1

n

"n x·2 1 1Li""O i - q
----==~-'--- - - + --
(2::7""0 x,? qn qn

(3.4)

The first two terms of the equation represent the non-uniform (nonzero)

scores while the last term represents the zero scores. The variance reduction

technique stri,-es to equalize the Xi scores as well as increase the fractions of
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Chapter 3

MCNPX

3.1 Overview

MCNPX is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code developed at Los Alamos

National Laboratory (CS). This code was originally developed to transport

neutrons and photons at energies up to 20 :vIeV hence the name :VIC:'\P.

MC:,\PX was developed as a merge of the :vIC:'\P code and the LAHET code

system (LCS) in 1994. In other words :vIC:,\PX extends :vIC:,\P to virtu

ally 34 particles e.g. neutrons, protons, electrons, photons, -5 leptons, 11

baryons; 11 mesons and 4 light ions (deuteron, triton, helium-3 and alpha)

at all energies. It is continuous in energy and direction. It treats arbitrary

3-dimensional geometry of materials in first or second-degree surfaces, tori,

ten macrobodies and lattices. It uses continuous cross section data, with a

range for neutrons, photons. electrons and protons that extend to energies

up to 1-50 :vIeV and used physics models for energies extending above 1-50

:vIeV. This code can model inter-dependent source variables, se\'en estimator

types and many modifiers.
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absorbing material.

Photon interacts also through pair-production. This process occurs in

the intense electric field near the protons in the nuclei of the absorbing ma

terial. The resulting effect is the creation of electron-positron pair. At the

end of this process the incident photon disappears. Since the rest mass of

the electron or positron is 0.511 MeV, therefore photons with energy greater

than 1.02 MeV are required for pair production to take place. If the inci

dent energy exceeds this value, the excess energy appears in a form of kinetic

energy shared by the electron-positron pair. Therefore, the process consists

of converting the incident photon into electron and positron kinetic ener

gies. Since the electron and positron are charged particles they are therefore

slowed down by the continuous Coulomb interactions with matter leading

to the production of Bremsstrahlung photons, with energies far lower than

that of the incident photon. When the positron has lost most of its energy,

it recombines with a negatively charged electron. Both leptons disappear,

and two annihilation photons are created, each with an energy equal to the

rest mass of the electrons. The two produced annihilation photons move in

opposite directions, at an angle approximately 180 degrees. The electron will

interact ",ith the surrounding nuclei.

In this study the models used in order to describe the processes taking

place during the interaction of a proton and natural copper target are those

implemented in .\IC:\,PX code. This code is discussed in detail in the follow

ing chapter,



MCNPX is supported on virtually all computer platforms e.g. Unix,

Linux, Windows and parallel execution with PVM or MPI. It has a world

wide user base of more than three thousand, of which about two thousand are

registered Beta testers [MCN05]. MCNPX has various applications, amongst

which there is proton therapy, spacecraft, detectors, fuel cycle, radiation

shielding, neutrino targets, etc. MCNPX can be accessed via the Radiation

Safety Information Computational Centre (RSICC) at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory [RSI05] and has limited access to the website [MCN05].

3.2 Monte Carlo technique

The idea behind Monte Carlo techniques is to model a physical system by

statistically simulating individual physical events up to N times. With each

complete simulations, information on system properties are gathered. Like

in many other codes, the main concepts of ?-oronte Carlo simulations are ac

curacy, precision. central limit theorem. tally mean (error) and tally variance.

Accuracy is defined as the measure of how close the true mean is to the

physical quantity being estimated. This is sometimes refered to as the "sys

tematic error". Monte Carlo codes cannot directly estimate this. The factors

related to accuracy are: code accuracy (physics models, etc.) problem model

ing (source, geometry, etc) and the user errors. On the other hand, precision

is defined as the uncertainty in Xn caused by the statistical fluctuations in

the sampled x's. Precision is sometimes called the "relative error" and is

estimated by :\!onte Carlo codes. Precision is mathematically described as

') 1
(Jf [1 T- 1,

R = -\' = - ( \'2 - l)J
- n n - n

2.

(3.1)



nonzero scores.

The central moment of the history scores probability density function,

f(x), relates to the mean, variance, confidence interval shift and the variance

of variance. Therefore, a successful calculation should satisfy the following

statistical checks:

• Mean should have a random behaviour.

• Relative error must be less than 5% for point detector simulations and

less than 10% for other detector tallies. The half part should decrease

monotonically by one over square root of N.

• Variance of variance should be less than 10% for all tallies and the last

half should decrease monotonically by one over N.

• Figure of merit should have a constant value and show a random be-

haviour.

• History tally probability density function slope must be greater than

3.

The figure of merit (FO:\I) relates to the efficiency of the code, i.e. a

measure of how quickly the desired precision is achieved. :\Ionte Carlo codes

estimate FO:\I from its relation to the relative error as well as on the time

taken to complete the calculations..\s such the FO:\I is given by

1
FO.\! = R"T"
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where, R2 = ~ and T=n. The FOM should be constant with n and the

larger it is the more efficient is the code. The factors affecting the FOM are

the history-scoring efficiency, dispersions in the nonzero history scores and

the computer time per history.

In summary the principle of Monte Carlo is the mechanisms for basic

physical processes are known and individual processes are simulated by means

of random numbers. Furthermore, the physics is used as a rule for the sim

ulation. Subsequently, the random numbers are then uniformly distributed

between zero and one. Due to the change in the system specifications the

global properties of various physical system differs in terms of particle type,

geometry energy, etc. However, the basic elementary steps by which the

physics is modeled does not change.

3.3 Simulations in MCNPX

In order to perform .\ICXPX calculations the train of e"ent start by visualiz

ing the problem and also by understanding the type of modeling assumptions

that are applicable for that specific problem. In short, two key questions need

to be addressed are: can the actual geometry be reduced to a representative

geometry and what quantity needs to be calculated for a particular system.

--\. calculation is hence guided by the following basic steps:

• constructing a geometry

• defining material(s)

• defining a source

• histories I tallies
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I INPUT FILE

ITITLE CARDS

I CELL CARDS

I [blank line delimiter}

I SURFACE CARDS

I [blank line delimiter}

I DATA CARDS

I [end line}

Table 3.1: A typical1lC:'\PX input file showing different card types.

• running the calculation

• output

There are three kinds of default files associate with :\IC:\PX, namely.

input, output and the so called runtpe. The output is an ascd file while the

"runtpe" is a binary restart file. The "runtpe" contains information relating

to the number of particles, collisions and the time taken to complete the run.

The input is a free-field format, non-case sensitive file which is composed

of three basic card types given in Figure 3. The "cell cards" represent the

so-called hybrid data entry in "'hich the data is identified by a combination

of both position and argument. The "surface cards" represent the fixed data

entry where the data is identified by its positions relatiw to other data in the

card while the "data cards" denote the keyword data entry. In the data card

the data is identified by the arguments consisting of kevwords and values.
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The "data cards" are composed of information relevant to the particle

type, source, material (nuclide), histories, estimators (tallies), variance re

duction, etc.

3.3.1 Geometry

Plotting geometry entails constructing a simplified yet representative geom

etry of the problem. This is accomplished by labeling surfaces (as shown

by the example in equation 3.6) and constructing cells (equation 3.7). The

cells are composed by the combination of surfaces as well as material and its

density (equation 3.8), and each cell must have a variance reduction. Hence

they are the basic units of MCNPX!

mt# (+/-)density (+/~)surJace imp: particle = 1, (3.7)

mt# ZZZAAA.id (+/-)Jraction (3.8)

The meaning of parameters in equation (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are 3.'i fol

lows:

• # - surface/cell/material number

• SPH - spherical surface

• V - position (x.y,z) of the surface with respect to the cartesian planE

• R - radius in cm

• mt - material
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• imp - variance reduction

Depending on the variable following (+/ -), it denotes either the SI units

or the cell sensor with respect to the surface number. For example, if (+/ -) is

followed by the density then it signifies the grams/cm3 (-) or atom/barn-cm

(+).

Different kinds of geometries can be plotted with MCNPX, e.g. spherical,

cylindrical, box, rectangular, ellipsoid, etc. These are defined in the surface

card (equation 3.6) where, depending on the structure of interest, a first,

second or fourth order equation is used. The specification is by coefficients or

points. Special boundaries types such as reflecting (mirror), white (isotropic)

or periodic can be defined and most surface areas are calculated in ~ICPNX.

Two geometries were modeled in this study.

Spherical geometry

The spherical geometry was modeled by considering the radiation shield as a

concentric of spheres, with each layer represented by the sphere. The layers

considered for the shield were iron (Fe), paraffin wax/boron carbide and lead

(Pb). This is shown in Figure 3.1 where different layers depict the various

layers of the shield. The total thickness of the shield was 64 cm, which

consisted of 30 cm of Fe, 30 cm of paraffin wax/boron carbide and 4 cm of

Pb.

For the spherical geometry the parameters that goes into the code are the:

vertex, (x.y.z). and radius. R. In this study the spheres "ere considered as

centered at origin, (0.0.0) and the radii (in cm) were 30.30 and 4. respecti,-ely.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the spherical geometry plotted by means of MC

NPX. The green color represents Fe, yellow represents paraffin wax/boron

carbide and red color represents Pb.

Cylindrical geometry

The general format for determining a cylindrical geometry is given by

(3.9)
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Figure 3.2: Cylindrical geometry by means of MC:'oIPX. Green denotes Fe,

yellow denotes wax/boron carbide and red denotes Pb.

In this work the parameters used to describe the cylindrical geometry, for

example, of Fe were the vertex (0,-30,0), height (6Ocm) and radius (30.75cm).

A similar trend was followed to describe all the other layers. The plot of the

geometry is sho\,;TI in Figure 3.2.

3.3.2 Source definition

In :\ICXPX the source type is defined by the kind of variables specified in the

source definition card (SDEF). The variables can take a form of a scalar or
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scalar or a vector. The parameters that are regarded aE scalar variables are:

energy, time, direction, cell, particle, radius, height (extension), etc. while

position, reference vector for direction and reference vector for extension and

radius are vectors variables. A general format of the SDEF card is given by

SDEF vaTl = SpeCl vaT2 = SpeC2 ... , (3.10)

The variables can be specified in three ways: explicit value (e.g. pos=O

00), distribution of numbers (e.g erg=dl, with dl meaning there are more

numbers following in the SI card) or a function of another variable (e.g.

erg=f(pos)=dl).

MCNPX is capable of modeling different sources e.g. point, line, uniform

volume, etc. In each instance the most important information required by the

code is the energy (MeV), position of source with respect to the geometry, the

primary particle as well as the secondary particles (if any) to be transported.

Two source types were modeled in this study and these are discussed below.

Isotropic source terms

An isotropic source is defined as a source that emits radiation equally in all

direction. This source is completely independent of the angle of emission

hence the information relevant to describe this source are the energy, the

source position and the primary/secondary particle of interest. In this study

source was the 66 ",-IeV proton beam impinging on a copper target. The

target was positioned at center (0,0.0) with respect to the geometry. The

particles of interest were neutrons and photons.
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Figure 3.3: The schematic diagram depicts the angle and plane normal to

the source used to describe the anisotropic source terms.

Anisotropic source terms

In anisotropic source the emitted radiation intensity is not rotationally sym

metric about the normal to the source plane. The information relevant in

defining this source, that is, in addition to energy, position and particle types,

are direction (forward or backward), \'ector for position and the plane normal

to the source as illustrated in the equation below and in Figure 3.3.

SDEF pas = 005 erg = 66 par = h dir = d1 nrm = -1 vec = 001. (3.11)

The angle is described by dir. with dl meaning covering the angles -r.

and r. in the forward direction (nrm=-l). vec is the position vector.

Neutron source strength

The total neutron source strength was estimated from the neutron vield. S.. .

by making use of the yield obtained by Ryder [Ryd82] from protons up to



200 MeV on a thick eu target. The value extrapolated from Ryder is

S = 6 X lOll neutrons .second-I .J1A-1. (3.12)

Therefore, a typical 66 MeV proton beam with current intensity of 100

/lA, produces neutrons with a strength of 6 x 1013 neutrons/second.

Photon source strength

The total photon source strength was estimated from the photon yield by

making use of the yield obtained by Zobel et al. [Zob68] where the source

strengths were experimentally determined by folding the thick-target photon

production cross section with the proton stopping power. The proton energies

varied from 16 to 160 MeV. The source srength of

S = 1.07 X 1012 photons.second-1/lA- 1 (3.13)

was obtianed. Therefore the photon produced by the 66 MeV proton

beam of currents of 100 /lA had a strength of 1.07 x 1014 photons/second.

3.3.3 Material Card

As already mentioned the cell is composed of the combination of surfaces,

material and its densitv as well as variance reduction. A.s such, each cell was

filled with Fe. paraffin wax/boron carbide or Pb as shown belm,'
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m1 26056 -1

m2 1001 - 0.146 6000 - 0.838 5010 - 0.0156

m3 82208 -1

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

where the contribution (by weight fraction) of each nuclide (iron, hydro

gen, boron and lead) were represented by the 26056, 1001, 6000, 5010 and

82208, respectively.

3.3.4 Tallies / Estimators

The choice of a tally (method of calculating) depends on the physical quantity

of interest i.e. on the desired result. Therefore, it is important to ensure

that the selected tally has the correct quantity needed to obtain the desired

result. Unlike in Deterministic codes where an equation is solved directlv

in order to calculate flux. heating, reaction rates, etc. "'lonte carlo codes

statistically sample events (track length, surface crossing, collisions and next

event) in order to calculate these observables. For example. to estimate flux

(cell or surface) the code samples either a track length (cell) or a surface

crossing (surface). Currently, ~lC:"\PX is capable of modeling 8 different

tallies, many tally modifiers (energy. time, cosine, rection multipliers, dose,

etc.) and special tallies (mesh tallies and gridconverters). In ~lC::\PX the

units of a tally are determined by the source. i.e. if the source is given in

particles/second then the tally will be given in per second. However for the
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purpose of this study we only concentrate on those tallies applicable in the

calculation of dose rates and dose attenuation factors.

Calculation of particle flux

The flux is defined as the number of integrated particles per unit area. The

tracklength, A, is defined by the relation between the particle speed, v, and

the change in time, dt. Therefore, the cell flux, rP, is defined as

(3.17)

The variables Wand V denote the particle weight and cell volume, re

spectively. The surface flux is given by

where Jl. = cos (J 1. The flux is given in particle/cm2 s- 1

(3.18)

The flux was normalized by multiplying it with a relevant source strengths

obtained as discussed in section 3.3.2.

Effective dose

~ICNPX does not directly calculate the dose rate, however, it converts the

estimated flux into dose rate using standard f1uence to effective dose conver

sion coeffiecient of a specific radiation (emitted particles) given by the energy

and its corresponding dose function, DE/DF. The absorbed dose. D. is the
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amount of radiation delivered on a matter with mass per unit time. This

quantity is defined by the equivalent dose, H, and the effective dose Ee//.

The equivalent dose is given by

(3.19)

where DT •R is the average absorbed dose from radiation, R, in matter,

M WR) is the radiation weighting factor for radiations , R, and the sum is

performed through all kinds of radiation that consitute the radiation field

considered. The values for the photons weighting factor recommended by by

IePR is 1 while in the case of neutrons the values differ, depending on the

energy of interest e.g. for thermal neutrons, 100keV - 2 MeV, the value is 20,

for low energy neutrons, 2 - 20 .'lIeV, the value is 10 and for fast neutrons,

E greater than 20 MeV, the mlue is 5. The effective dose is the sum of the

weighted equivalent doses in matter. It is given by

(3.20)

The conversion factors were obtained from the Radiation Protection Dosime

try data base [Fer97], [ChaOl], [BozOl]. The dose rate was given in units of

(p'sv / h) (particles/cm2
.8-

1
).

Dose attenuation factors

The dose attenuation factor is given by the ratio of the dose rate with shield

ing and the dose rate without shielding:
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dose with shield
Dose attenuation factor = d . h h' Idose Wlt out s le

(3.21)

The attenuation factors for various shield layers were determined as dis

cussed below.

Determination of boron carbide content

This calculation was performed in order to ascertain the amoumt of boron

carbide-to-wax mixing ratio that represents a good price-performing com

promise. The concentration of boron carbide in the wax was systematically

accomplished by increasing the amount of boron carbide (by weight percent)

in wax from 0% to 10% in increments of 0.5'70 boron carbide into paraffin

wax as shown in Table 3.2. The values for the neutron and photon dose rates

obtained in this work are given in Appendix B.

Determination of the iron depth

This calculation was performed in order to determine ratio of wax to iron

that would minimize the neutron absorbed dose attenuation factor for an

iron/wax shield of 60 cm total thickness. This was accomplised by shifting

the position of the iron/wax boundary through the shield. An inner and outer

wax (conating boron carbide) were considered. The shield configuration was

considered as a two-layered interface consisting of iron and wax (with an

appropriate percentage of boron carbide). Basically, we started off with zero

iron and 60 cm paraffin wax implying that the "detector" was on the outmost

side of paraffin wax. Then, the iron layer wa5 introduced in small discrete

steps on the "source" side. The dose attenuation factors for neutrons and

photons (only those that are produced by the neutron) were calculated at
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Content of B4 C in Wax Density Fraction of elements

Hydrogen Carbon Boron

100% P\V /0% B4C 0.9300 0.1486 0.8514 0

99.5% PW / 0.5% B4C 0.9380 0.1479 0.8482 0.0039

99% PW /1% B4C 0.9459 0.1471 0.8451 0.0078

98.5% PW /1.5% B4C 0.9539 0.1464 0.8419 0.0117

98% PW /2% B4C 0.9618 0.1456 0.8387 0.0157

97.5% PW / 2.5% B4C 0.9698 0.1449 0.8356 0.0196

97% PW / 3% B4C 0.9777 0.1442 0.8324 0.0235

96% PW / 4% B4C 0.9936 0.1427 0.8260 0.0313

95% P\V /5% B4 C 1.010 0.1412 0.8197 0.0391

94% PW /6% B4C 1.025 0.1397 0.8134 0.0470

93% PW / 7% B4C 1.041 0.1382 0.8070 0.0548

92% PW / 8% B4C 1.057 0.1367 0.8007 0.0626

91% PW /9% HIC 1.073 0.1352 0.7943 0.0704

90% PW /10% B4C 1.089 0.1338 0.7880 0.0783

Table 3.2: Calculations of boron carbide content needed to optimize the

shield for neutrons and photons.
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1.5 m from the centre of the target. The scenario below describes the way

the shield was configured.

Fe Wax

Oem 60cm

IDem 50em

20em 40em
Source

30em 30em Detector

40cm 20em

50em 10em

60em Oem

The values of the neutron and photon dose rates obtained in this work

are given in Appendix B.

Determination of the iron / paraffin wax interface

This calculation was performed in order to determine the optimal laocation

of the 20 cm thick wax (containing born carbide) layer. The wax layer was

moved through an iron/wax/iron shield with a total thickness of 60 cm. That

is, the paraffin wax was shifted across "detector" side to "source" side.

Fe Paraffin Wax Fe

Oem 20em 40em

IDem 20cm 30em
Source

20em 20em 20em Detector

30em 20em 10em

40em 20em Oem

The values of the neutron and photon dose rates are given in Appendix

B while the dose attenuation factor results are discussed in the following

chapter (Chapter 4).



Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Overview

As already mentioned in the introductory chapter the main aim of this study

was to reproduce the data obtained by Steyn et al. [Ste92] where the multi

group discrete ordinate code was employed. In that study only isotropic

source terms were modeled. Spherical and cylindrical geometries wer also

modeled. This chapter gives a detailed account of the results obtained from

calculations with .\lC:\PX. The results presented in this chapter include the

particle absorption cross sections, the particle flux and dose attenuation fac

tors. The dose attenuation results are categorized under "isotropic" and

"anisotropic" source terms. \Yhere available. the results are compared with

the published data of Steyn et al.

4.2 Particle absorption cross-sections

In .\lC:\PX the permissible energy ranges for cross-section data tables of

neutrons and photons are:
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• Xeutron phyiscs: 0 - 150 MeV

• Photons physics: 1 keY - 100 GeV ( IOS :\-[eV)

Hence the total panicle absorption cross section (in barns) is given as a

function of the maximum data-table panicle energy (in :\-IeV). The plots of

the absorption cross sections for neutrons and photons in iron, wax/boron

carbide and lead are given in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Graph sho\\~ng neutrons as they propagate through iron (black).

wax /3% boron carbide (blue) and lead (red).

Figure 4.1 shows the absorption cross section for neutrons in different

layers of the shield. The cross section decrease v.ith increasing particle energy
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until a minimum is reached, after which it stays constant (plateau region) and

then fluctuates sharply towards the end. Although this trend is evidenced

in every layer of the shield but in comparison to the other layers Fe shows a

much shorter plateau that has a shoulder-like decrease, which is immediately

followed by sharp fluctuations. This makes the graph falls below that of lead.

This behaviour is evidenced at data-table energies between 1 x 10-3 and 2

x 10-2 .
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Figure 4.2: Graph showing photons as they propagate through iron (black).

wa..x/3% boron carbide (blue) and lead (red).

Figure 4.2 shows a plot for the absorption cross-section of photons. The

cross-section exhibits a rapid decrease with increasing data-table particle
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energy until a minimum is a reached and then a gradual increase is evidenced.

The shape of the graphs of Fe and Pb show a similar trend in that there are

spuriuos and sharp hicups exhibited at occassional intervals. This is however

not evidenced in wax. In Pb the cross section reaches a minimum at about

10 MeV, while in Fe the minimum is reached around 30 MeV. At low energies

(lkeV) the cross-section is very large (goes beyond 10 6 barns) for Pb. This

is about two magnitudes greater than in Fe.

4.3 Particle flux

The neutron and photon flux is plotted against the emission energy as shown

in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3 shows the flux for neutrons as they traverse through the shield.

From the plot we can deduce that the neutrons are emitted with energies up

to 60 MeV. From zero to 10 MeV the flux rapidly decrease to about 10 x 10- 11

(n/cm2/s). It then gradually decrease to almost 10 x 10-12 (n/cm2/s) beyond

10 MeV.

In Figure 4.4 a plot of the photon flux for Fe, wax/boron carbide and Pb

is shown. It is clear from the plot that photons are emitted with energies up

10 MeV. The flux fluctuates from 10 x 10-8 to about 6 x 10-11 (p/cm2 /s),

with a drop to 10 x10-11 at 8 :\IeV.
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Figure 4.3: Calculated neutrons flux densities for the radiation shield con

sisting of leayers of iron, paraffin wax/3% boron carbide and lead.

4.4 Dose attenuation factors

The dose attenuation factors are presented in two categories, namely, isotropic

and anisotropic source terms. In each case the data obtained for spherical

geometry and also for cylindrical geometry is presented.
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Figure 4.4: Calculated photon flux densities for the radiation shield consisting

iron, paraffin wax/3% boron carbide and lead ..

4.4.1 Isotropic source

Spherical geometry

In Figure 4.5, a plot of neutron and total dose attenuation factors as a func

tion of boron carbide content is shown. The total dose attenuation factor

decreases rapidly from a value of 0.018 to 0.0063 between 0% and 0.5% boron

carbide content after which it shows a slight decrease until at about 3% where

it remains almost constant at a value of 0.005. While Figure 4.6 shows the

neutrons and total dose attenuation factors as a function of iron/wax depth

(thickness). In this case the dose attenuation factor, specifically that of neu-
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trons shows a gradual decrease until about 42 - 44 cm where a minimum

value of 0.004 is reached. After that thickness it increases gradually to 0.005

and increases sharply to almost 0.2 at the thickness of 60 cm iron/wax. The

figure that depicts the calculation performed in order to determine the best

position for iron (inner or outer) with respect to paraffin wax is given by

Figure 4.7. Similarly, the neutron as well as the total dose attenuation fac

tors are plotted as a function of iron/wax depth. In this case both dose dose

attenuation factors show a linear decrease with the thickness of iron/wax,

with an exception after 30 cm where the total dose increases from a value of

0.009 to 0.02.
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Figure 4.5: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from centre of source for a 64 cm thick iron(60 cm)/wax(20 cm)/lead(4 cm)

spherical geometry, as a function of boron carbide mixing ratio.
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Figure 4.6: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from centre of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax spherical shield, as a function

of Fe layer thickness. The wax contains 3% boron carbide.
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Figure 4.7: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at l..5 m

from center of target for a 60 cm thick Fe/wax/Fe spherical shield, as a

function of Fe/wax depth. The thickness of wax is fixed at 20 cm.
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Cylindrical geometry

The neutron and total dose attenuation factors were also calculated here.

These are presented in Figure 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. The trend

witnessed for spherical geometry is also shown by the dose attenuation factor

in this case however the attenuation factor has decreased slighly in this case.

Overall, the value of the dose attenuation factor has decreased by a factor of

about 0.23 in comparison to the values obtain for a spherical geometry!
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Figure 4.8: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from centre of source for a 64 cm thick iron(60 cm)/wax(20 cm)/lead(4 cm)

cylindrical geometry, as a function of boron carbide mixing ratio (by weight).
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Figure 4.9: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from centre of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax cylindrical shield, as a

function of Fe layer thickness. The wax contains 3% boron carbide.
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Figure 4.10: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from center of target for a 60 cm thick Fe/wax/Fe cylindrical shield, as a

function of Fe/wax depth. The thickness of wax is fixed at 20 cm.
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4.4.2 Anisotropic source terms

The anisotropic source was modeled as discussed in section 3.3.2 (Chapter

3). Here we present only the spherical geometry. The results are shown in

Figures 4.11 to 4.13, where the respective graphs present determinations of

boron carbide mixing ratio, thickness of inner iron layer and the position of

the inner iron/wax. Again, the shape (trend) of the dose is the same as those

shown in the above sections. There is an overall improvement of about 17%

to the dose attenuation factors. With anisotropic source terms Figure 4.12

shows that the value of the optimal configuration is an iron layer of about

46 cm, implying that the thickness of wax should be at least 14 cm!
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Figure 4.11: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5

m from centre of an anisotropic source for a 64 cm thick iron/wa.x/lead

sphericical geometry, as a function of boron carbide mixing ratio.
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Figure 4.12: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from centre of an anisotropic source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax spherical

shield, as a function of Fe layer thickness. The wax contains 3% boron

carbide.
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Figure 4.13: Calculated neutron and total dose attenuation factors at 1.5 m

from center of an anisotropic source for a 60 cm thick Fe/wax/Fe spherical

shield, as a function of Fe/wax depth.
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4.5 Previous data

The results obtained from this present study were compared with those previ

ously obtained by Steyn et a. [Ste92J where the muItigroup discrete ordinate

code was employed. Due to lack of availability of numerical values the data

of Steyn et al. is presented in a seperate figure (Figure 4.14). These data

were taken exactly as they are presented in the publication. In the figure

the dose attenuation factors given as a function of (a) thickness of iron (b)

thickness of Fe/wax interface, and (c) boron carbide content, respectively.

If we compare Figure 4.5 with Figure 4.14(c), there is a clear difference

in the way the attenuation factor drops between 0 and 1% boron carbide

mixing ratio. (Note that Figure 4.14(c) is in linear scale!) The previous data

shows a curvy drop while the present data shows a linear drop. However

in both cases the dose drops gradually until its constant. The good price

performance ratio was attained at 2.5% while a value of 3% was determined

in this study. Furthermore, Figure 4.14(c) shows a huge difference of ap

proximately 80% between the neutron and the total dose attenuation factors

while the difference shown by MCNPX is about 29%.

Regarding the optimal configuration presented by Figures 4.6 and Figure

4.14(a), the value of about 0.0012 is achieved at 40 cm iron layer while in this

work the value of 0.004 is reached at 40 cm iron layer. There are similarities in

the shapes of the dose functions, though. Figures 4.7 and 4.14(b) show quite

a difference in the way the dose drops off and picks up again. For instance,

the change in the dose rate in Figure 1.14(b) is a smooth hyperbolic curve

while Figure 4.7 shows a sharper change in dose. In both cases the neutron

dose show a linear decrease however, the contribution of these neutrons to

the total dose rate far less (5 time less for Figure 4.7 and 7 times less for

Figure 4.14(b)) when the depth of the inner iron/wax interface is 30 CID.
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content, as obtained by Steyn et al. [Ste92].
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

This thesis describes MCNPX simulations for the local radiation shield of

the radionuclide production target bombardment station at iThemba LABS.

The study had two main objectives. In the first case we had to reproduce

the data obtained previously by means of the multigroup discrete ordinate

code [Ste92] while the second motive was to model anisotropic source terms

which could not be modeled previously. The reason for modeling anisotropic

source was to check the accuracy of the results. In order to accomplish

the first objective conditions such as isotropic source terms, cylindrical and

spherical geometry terms were maintained. The results obtained in the first

case were compared with those published by Steyn et al. [Ste92] and ulti

mately, isotropic source terms were compared with anisotropic source terms.

As a point of departure, the shield designed was optimized by varying

thicknesses of layers or varying positions of material boundaries one by one

while others were kept constant. In this way an optimal value for these specifi

cations could be selected simply by observing the response of the transmitted

absorbed dose rate. This process was repeated until an ideal optimal shield
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design configaration was achieved within the initial boundary conditions. In

principle, designing a radiation shield requires various homogeneous materi

als that are more practical for a given situation. This is evidently shown in

this study by the different and complexity of the chosen materials. Because

of the proximities within the target bombardment station at iThemba LABS

the distance of 1.5 m from the centre of the source is a practical distance at

which maintanance is perfomed.

The multigroup discrete ordinate code underestimated the dose attenu

ation factor at which the optimal configuration is acheived by a factor be

tween 4 to 7 times less than that predicted by MCNPX. Secondly, according

to MCNPX the optimal configuration is an iron layer of about 46 cm thick

ness together with a wax layer of about 14 cm. The wax should contain the

boron carbide mixing ratio of about 3%. However, there is an agreement

between the two codes in that they both predict that it is more practical to

employ a shield consisting of an inner iron/wax layer (neutrons shield), and

an outer thin lead layer (gamma ray shield) where the iron is on the "source

side" and the lead is on the "detector side". The discrepancies between the

two set of data can be attributed to the the fact that in order to achieve

these calculations with the multigroup discrete ordinate code, two codes had

to be employed in order to model spherical and cylindrical geometries, al

though same library was used in both cases. To model the spherical geometry

ANISN (RSIC CCC-254, [Eng73]) was employed and DOT 3.5 (RSIC CCC

267, (Rho73]) for cylindrical geometry. Furthermore, isotropic source terms

are useful only as rough estimates while an accurate indication of the dose

can be estimated with anisotropic source terms because the emitted radia

tions are dependent on the angle of their emission, implying that the dose
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rate depends on the angle of emission! In MCNPX one can model various

geometries (spherical, cylindrical, cone, box, etc.) and many different source

types (point, line, volumetric, etc)!

The absorption cross sections of neutrons and photons in Fe, wax, boron

carbide and lead shown in the results confirms the effectiveness of a shield

configured by a combination of material which compliment each other in

tenus of their ability to absorb or stop certain particles. For example, the

combination of the high-atomic number material (iron) and a material with

a great proportion of hydrogen and boron (paraffin wax/boron carbide) also

illustrates the advantages of using these materials in order to stop neutrons.

The inner iron layer effectively reduces fast neutrons to intermediate energies

via nonelastic nuclear interactions while in the second layer neutron of about

4 MeV are moderated to thermal energies by elastic scattering due to the

hydrogen in the wax. These thermal (slow) neutrons are then absorbed by

boron-lO (loB). This reduces the maguitude of the thermal neutron flux leak

ing from the wax and also decreases the 2.23 MeV photon dose rate outside

the shield. These photons are emitted during the neutron capture by lOB

which has a high propensity to capture slow neutrons than does 11 B. The

reaction, IOB(n,afLi, was first characterised by Taylor and Fermi and others

in 1934 [Tay58], [Fer35]. The outer lead layer serves to attenuate both the

2.23 MeV photons as well as those residual photons from highly-activated

targets and/or beamline components after irradiations. In this way the dose

level is to maintainance level.

Overall, we can deduce that j\IC:,\PX has satisfactorily reproduced the

previous data. The results from this study serves as benchmark for the desigu
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of the newly installed Vertical Beam Target Station at iThemba LABS. Fur

thermore, results assures that MCNPX can be further applied in radionuclide

production studies such as modeling complex targetry systems beam profile,

heat transfer calculations as well. Also, MCNPX would would be very useful

for the study of the newly installed Flourine-18-FDG (lsF-FDG) targetry

system as well.
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Chapter 6

APPENDIX A - Typical

MCNPX output file

The output file contains input information as well as tables. There are about

33 tables in total. Some of these tables are default and some can be turned

off. The most important tables are given with their corresponding table

number.

• Material composit4ion - 40

• Cell volumes and masses - 50

• Cross section data summary - 100

• Transport particles and energy limits - 101

• Source variables for the first 50 histories - no

• Problem summary table

• Activity by cell - 126

• Tally data and/or Keff summary table
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• Tally statistical analysis sUIDmary page - 160

• Printed plot of probability density function - 161

• Tally fluactuation chart

An example of a typical MCNPX output is given below.
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_raian 2.Se lci=l'km F.J;, 23 08:00:00 MST 2004 01/29/06 21:46:24

•••••••••••_.__ prohid - 01/'19/06 21:46:24

i=hbt. o-=hbt•• o r=hbt•. r

..............._...........•.................•......

• nu. proF- ...... prwpanod by tu Rerllt. ot tM

• Ihliva.raity ot C&lito:r:::a.ia at Lo. n .... latior&&1

• ~ratory (tM University) wul.r o;oDtract nJaIIber •

W-7405-!lG-3& llith tboa U.S. DaJNlr't:-I:R ot !:zwrgy

(DOE). n. lhd_rsity 1Ju; ...rtun right. i.n tlw

• pnogram pu:nwurt to tD colltratt aJlli the prosraa

.hould not be copied or di.trihwted out.ide your

o:l:'galli%atioll. 111 right. iD. tha prosr- are

n ..rvad. by tha DOE aD4 tboa University. '.ither

• tha U.S. Go.YerDDIDt nor tboa Univarsity lIoII.I<a. any

vuranty. e%pP•• or implied.. or ....~. any

liability or re.ponsibility tor tha USa at thi•

•ottvano .

.....................................................
1- Calcul.ata tor hbt•• iaobphare

2- c ...U card

3- 1 1 -8.96 -1 i.alp:h.p.Il"'l

4- 2 2 -7.0 1 -2 ioop:h.p.n·l

5- 3 3 -o.'T177 2 -3 i.alp:h.p.n·l

6- 44 -11.34 3 -4 i.mp:h,p.ll*l

7- 5 5 -0.0012 4 -5 i.mp:h.p,n"'l

8- 6 0 5 i.mp:h.p.Il-o

9-

10- aurtaee can

11- lsphOOOO.75

12- 2.ph 0 0 0 30.75

13- 3.ph 0 0 0 60.75

14- 4 aph 0 0 0 64.75

15- 5 aph 0 0 0 150.75

10-

17- c lliat. card

18- c _de card / detiD.itioll

19- a:>da h P n

20- c ph,..ic:s can

21- ph,..:n7Q0002O-11

22- ph,..:p 70 0 0 1

23- ph,..:a70000101011

24- ph,..:h7000jOjO

25- .dat pora 0 0 ar~ par-h

26- c _tarid definitian

ZT- at 29063 -1 • Cu ... aourc.e

28- .:2 26056 -0.89 25000 -0.11 • cast iron

29-- -.3 6000 -0.83237485 1001 -0.14414685

30- 5010 -0.02347&3

31- .-4 82208 -1 • Ph

32- ..s 7014 -0.7552 8Q16 -0.232 18040 -0.01280 • air

33- c tdlia.
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34-

35-

36-

,,-
38-

39-

40-

,,-
42-

43-

44-

45-

46-

47-

46-

49-

00-

51-

1I'-..rni..DI.

18040,

,50<».

1001. u

5010.

50<». u

7014. u

18040.

250<».

fll:2 6E13

f2:n 5

lUo2 lE~12 2.5E~a lE-3 U!.-2 lE-l 1 10

30 50 tOO 200 500 1000 10000

<if2 3.96£-8 4.32&-6 4.68&-8 1.916E-7 1.62E.-7 1.044E-6

2.1204l!:-6 1.2204£-6 1.4832&-6 1. 746E~6 2.0088&-6

2.502&-6 3.2112E:-6 1.0982-5

det2 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.5 1

1.523456

81020304050

100 200 500 1000 10000

4ft:! 2.232E-I0 8.64£-10 1.3248£-9 1.8468£-9 8.928E-9 1.6091£-8

2.2068!-8 2.6892E-a 3.5784£-8 4.392&-8 4.896£-8 5.472£-8

6.588£-8 8.028£-8 1.3176£-7 1 8:216E-7 2.2356E-7 2.6532.E-7

4.284£-7 5.436E-7 6.84E-7 7.704&-11.0548£-6

fH!2 1.07E14

t12:p 5

"P" 100000o

..ab for the follovin! mining data tabl.. ,

nanbCil,i=1.6

i,;a=

o

etot. tli..o

print table 41

lc:b 3.4900E+03 3.4900E+03 2.4900£+03 2.4900E+03 8.0000E+{)2 8.0Q00E+02 -1.0000£+00 -1.0000£+00

,- 'ph< ice =o.l' =o.l. ifllrlr. ilvdan ~.v"p nofis

,- 4 0 0

lob ".n "'on Y".ro "'.m
1.b 1.5OOOE+OO 8.0000!+Q0 1. SOOOE+OO 1.0000E+Q1

1".111 print table 60

"'~ "'- l18utron photon pr<Jton photon II't

".n -, de....ity density 701~

_.
pt."'•• illlpOrt&nc:. i:loport&ll.". >-:pOrt ....". g.nera.tion

, 8.57426E-02 8.96000£+00 1.76715E+OO 1.58336E+01 0000£-+00 0000£+00 1.0oooE+<l0 -1.000£+00, , 7.55136£-02 7.00000£..-00 1. 21792E+<lS 51542£+05 OooOE+OO OOOOE+oo 1.0000£"00 -, 000£"00

3 1. 26394£-01 9.77700E-Q1 8.1734CE+OS 7. 99114E+05 1.0000£"00 1.0000£~OO 1.0000E+OO -1 OOOE+OO, , 3_1a35~-01 1. 13400E+01 1.!;7990E+05 24-521E+06 1.OOOOE+OO 1 0000£-..00 1.0000E+OO , OOOE+CO

, 4.96861£-05 1.20000£-03 1.31132E+07 1.58558e-..o4 1.0oooE+OO 1. ~OOO£+OO 1.0000E+OO -1.00oe..oo, o.GOoooe-..oo ooo.:Joe+Oo C.COOOoe-..oo o. COOOOE+OO 0.000(;8+00 O.GOOOE+OO 'l.OOOOE+CO -1.0COE..v0
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total

raDdom nUlllber control

1.43503E+{)7 3.91274£+06

0.830205350379520£+14

III:i.ni.JInIm so=. ".ight ~ 1. ooOOE+OQ

lcroaa-aection tables

maximum 50urC.....ight 1.0000£+00

print table 100

tables 1"rom :tile endf60

no particle-production data 1"or ipt- 9 1"rolll 1001.60c

no particb-prod.uction data 1"or ip1:~ 9 trom 5010.50c

5010.60c 24446 5-b-l0 trolll .:od:r-vi.l

no particle-production data tor ipt;> 9 tram 82208.60c

82208.60c 59600 end.t/b-vi pb208

no particle-production data tor ipt- 9 trOlll 6000. 60c

6ooo.60c 19941 5-c-nat 1"rolll end.t-..-i. 1

no particb-productioll data tor ip1:;> 9 trolll 7014.60c

7014.60c 54936 7-n-14 trolll apecial lan! end:t-5 evaluation

no particle-production data tor ipt~ 9 trolll 8016.60c

8016.60c 54249 8-0-16 t:rom elU1:t/b-vi

Do particle-production data tor ipt- 9 trom 26056.50c

2ti056.60c 161938 endf/b-vi.l h56a

no particb-production data 1"or ipt~ 9 trOlll 29063.50c

29063.50c 106983 29-cu-63 1"rom end1'/b-·,L2

l001.60c 2388 l-h-l 1"rolll elU1:t-..-i.l mat 125 11/25/93

mat 525 11/25/93

mat 600 11/25/93

mat 725 11/25/93

_. 8

" 11/25/93

mat2631 11/25/93

mat2925 11/27/93

....t8237 11/27/93

tabl.. troIS :tile lIlCplib02

1000.02p 823

5ooo.02p 823

6OOO.02p 823

7000.02p 823

8ooo.02p 823

18000.02p 843

25000.02p 85'

2tiOOO.02p '5'

29OQO.02p ..,
82000.02p m

tabl.. fro,," tila la150u

8016.24<1 72930 U150 PbotollUclear Data Library 0-16

26056.24<1 6404J U150 Phatonuclur O.ta Library Fe-55

29063.24u 73548 U150 Phatonuclear Oat.. Library en-63

82208.24<1. 77099 U150 Photollucle= Da.-u. Libru-y Pb-208

!!lat 825

.....t2631

:liat2925

.-t8237

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

01/15/93

07/26/00

07/26/00

07/26/00

07/26/00

total 778.579

any neutroll.ll with energy greater than elll&1 " 7.0000CE->{)! tro1ll the so<>rCe or tro" a collisioEl "ill ~ nsamphd.

neutron cnlU sectioll.ll outside the ntIl./!;s 1"ro", O.OCOOE+iJO to 7.0DCOE+01 _v are srpUll./!;sd
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!IIII.ti.mRa photon e_rgy "et to 70.0 _v (1Illl.XiIIws electron ._rgy)

tabl." :tre>... file el03

1000.03. ",.
5000,0341 ""
6000,0341 ""
7000.03. 2333

8000,03. ""
18ooo,03e ""
25000.03. ,,'"
26000.03. ,,'"
'29000.03. ".,
82000.03. "73

1p,article. and .n.rgy limits

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

6/6/98

print table 101

particle type

particle

cuto:f:f particle

....rgy

larg."t

table

&l..ay.

lUIe table

belo..

WI. IIODdel

above

2 P photon

pJlDtoltUC1.ar

3 • electron

9 11 proton

O.OOOOE+OO 7.0000E+Ol 2.0000E+Ol 7.2000E+Ol O,OOOOE+oo 2.0000!+Ol

1.0000E-03 7.0000E+01 1.0000E+05 OOOOE+05 1.0000E+37 1.0000E+37

5.777SE+OO 7.oo00E+Ol 1,5OOOE+02 1,5OO0E+02 O.ooooE+OO t.50oo!+02

1.ooooE-03 7,OOOO!+O1 7.0oooE+Ol 7.0000E+Ol t.OOOOE+37 1.ooooE+37

1.ooooE+OO 7.ooooE+Ol O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO O.oooOE+OO

n. :follon,,! nuclid....... phy,ic, .,dell ratl>er tl1an data tabl.. ,

18040. <

25000.

""a
5010. u_.
70t4. u

18040.

25000.

..aruil>f;. 'IIllt.rial

"arni.ng. ....t.rial

1 has been ,.t to a conductor .

2 has be.n ,et to a colldu.ctor.

4 has been ,.t to a conductor.

tu bntJ,.utrahlW1!' proda.c;tion cro.. 'ection :for all !M:t.rial. i' 'caled by the factor O.O<XlOE+OO

br-..s""r&hl.~ ~ra.ted = .aclI. electron .ubn.p.

,ecollduJ' el.ctron production reduc.-l. by 99'(

tU knock-on .l.ctron production cn;" ..ction for all :aterial. is ,caled by tl>e :factor O.OOOOE+OO

tu secondary electron pr<oduc"tion ero." section :for Illl _terilll" i" ""ale<i by the :factor 1.0000E.-02

lclecillllll. VOXlU o:f dyuaaically al:ocate<i IItorag.
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gtlural 0

tal.l.i., 6512

..... 70401

cross aectiona IT8580

total 0 o byte"

................................................................................................................................
dump J:1Cl. 1 on file hbta.r call a o Ctlll K 0.00 o

4 warning .....ag.. • 0 far .

......................................................................................................................................
dump DO. 2 OD. file hht". r "PO· 245440 call = 83083491 ct1ll = 15.01 = . 489112000

...................................................................................................................................-=. 3 OD file hht". r "PO • 4917::9 call" 16ti450343 et.... 30.01 980001019

...............................................................................................................................
4 on fila hbt'.r "PO • 737579 call K 249662329 ct.. K 45.02 1470052468

...................................................................................................................................
do=p DO. 5 on fila hht,. r 983120 coll· Ctlll K 60.03 = . 1959657128

run t.rlDinated vun 1000000 pert:ich hiatori.. wen! dOM.

Calcul&-e. for hbt", i,o'''phere probid

01/29/06 22:47 34

01/29/06 21:% 24

Mutron c~tion tracu energy

(per ,ourCe particle)

l1autren 10'" traclta w.ight ....rgy

(par "ourCe particle)

S.%t1P.-t13

o.

o.
o
1.1832£-06

o
o.

o.

o.
1.9050£-01

180n-02

2.7170£-02

o.

2.489()E~01

o
3.9872£-02

l681lE-Ol

o.

1943£-02

o.
5.5047£-02

3755£-03

O.

o.

O.

o
o.
7.6431£-02

6563E-C3

'",

1807

7,*'

o

58%3

222303

=1. intsractioll.

partic1s :1acay

tabular boundary

total

weight rindov

caU import_ca

waight cutoff

surgy ilIIportancs

drt<=

forced collisions

s:r:p. tranaforlll

dovnacattarizlg

10'" to fi",ion

"oarlD" cutoff

t~ cutoff

<""'~
loss to (n,:m)

2~21E-Ol

3.9872£-02

2 1686£-01

o. o.

1.5715£-01 4.7860E-01

o. O.

O. o.

o. O.

1_3577E-03 1.14110E-.-Q6

0 O.

O. O.

O. O.

O. O.

O. 4.7671E-I0

1.2S07E-09 2.3644i!-09

3.3182£-03 5.7383E-03

0 o.

C. o.

o
o

"
3620

58%3

forcad colli"iona

e:r:p. tranaforJlj

up.cattari.D(

phc<:o=l.ar

(n.:m)

"re. :fi..io!l

delayed :fi..ioD.

tllbular boU!lduy

talnUar sltlllpl' ng

total

=1. iDt.raetion 160193

particl. decay

vei!ht rindow

c.U importlUlC'

_ight ctrtoU

....I""!Y importlUlCe
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...utt'OD. coUisio... per 10urce particl. 3.2688E+OO

...utron tracks per aourc. ~icl'

0.0000£+00

vel. -5.0000I?-Ql

vc2 -2.5000E-Ql.

tco 1.0000E+34

cutoff'

1.4277£+01

2.2564£+02

escape

GlI.pture 01: ••cape 2.2481£-1-02

any t.:rlIi.nation 1.39721+02

220_

2.2230E-Ol

3268793

O.OOOOE+OO 0.0000...t llIU1tiplication

photCltl cnatioD trac:b ...ipt ....rgy

(per lource partich)

photon 10" trecb _igbt .urgy

(per aourc. particl.)

forced. colliliolll 0

exp. t:ranaform 0

fro.. uutronll 171655

bnllllstrah.lung

nuc!. j..nteraction 237939

particle decay

".ight lrindo"

cell i=PQrtanc.

_ight cutoff

energy iIIlportanc.

""<=

7 .499S£~04

o.
o.

o.
o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

3.9366£~01

S.3497E-02

1.1210£-02

9.5119£-06

5.2394£-01

2.7130!-04

o.
o
O.

o.

o.
o.

O.

O.

o.

o.
5.084(iE-01

5202!-02

0622E-06

528971

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
513353

15334

o

total

.%p. tranaform

c0""Pton acett.r

cepture

pair production

photouuclear ab.

forced colliaiolll

• nergy cutoff

ti_ cutoff

....ight window

cdl importanc.

....ipt cutoff

.nergy iJIIportanc.

<rt<=

.acape

1918E-Ol

o.

1.58708.-04

7.7483.l!-06

o
1.4431.l!-03

3.5926E-05

o.

o.

o.

3.0137E-Ol

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.
o.

1617E-Ol

o.
2.2972E-01

o.
o.

o.

o.

o.

o.
o.
o.

10S6E-04

2.0022£-06

o.
1. 1500E-Ol

2.9407E-03

o.

o.

5.23lME-01

7596E-01

o.

30<

116101

,9<,

528977

p--=ib-ilation

photoD.l1clear

electron ",-raYI

ht f1l1Or.-ac.nce

CI.....,~)

tabular lampling

total

photCln collilio... per IClurc_ particl. 2.4345E+OO

2434451

a .... raa:. tt- of C.h.akea)

capture Or e.cape 1.5424E-t<l9

any t.=ination 1.4977:!+09

1.0000£-03

vel -S.OOOOE-Ol

IIc2 -2.5000E-Ol

1:Co 1.0000£+34

cutoff,

1.5609£+02

1.5432£+09capture

412723

5.2898E-Ol

n=bel' of photOnll banked

phot()n tracD per 10=. partich

total- photon colliaio...

proton cr.-ation proton 10" traclta ...ight .urgy

(pel' aource particl.) (per aourc. partich)

llUC:!. int.raction

partic:le decay

...ight rindov

cell ~rtanc.

weight cutoff

....rgy importanc_

""<=
forced. colli.ions

_xp. tTaDlform

tabular .ampling

phDtonu.clear

• l ....ti~ r.coil

10<l000<l

13668

4343

1. OOOOE--OO

7.3666£-02

o.

o.
o

o.
o.

o
O.

o.

o.

4. t07SE-C3

6.6000£+01

1. 9335E~Ol

o.
o.
o.
o.

o.

o.

o
o.

o.
~.431aE-02

••cape

.nergy cutoff

tu.. cutoff

w.ight vindo"

c.ll importanc.

..--igbt cutoff

.....rgy i:z!port&DC.

<rt~

:f~rced colliaio'Mo

.:<p. tr.:uoform

IIl1l1tipl••~att.r

braa.,..trahl=.!

nucl. int.raC1:ioll

.1..1:ic aca1:1:.r

particl. d.ca7

1024025

o

54035

o

o.
1.023n:+OO

o.

o
o.

O•

o
o.

o
o
O.

5.4035£-02

O.

O.

o.

1.0237Et-OO

o.
o.
o.
o.
O.

O.

o
o.
6.351CE+01

o.

2.2;;;82.£+00

6.02S51!:-OJ

cap1:ur.
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(pmIIla.xrn-ctlI1

total

..
1078060

8.6232E-oS

1.077SE+OO

2.744QE-07

6.680aE+01

tabular .amp!ing 0

total 1078060

O.

1.0778£+00

O.

6.15808E+Ol

7'060 cuto:f:fll

partiele traci<ll. p-r ,"ouree parti<::l. 1.07S1E+OO

partic!. lIubllt.pll ~r 110=. particl. .3. 3279E+02

total particb Rbll·...p. 332785807

t<:o 1.oooo£-+-34

.co 1.0000£-+-00

IIcl O. OOOO£toOO

IIc2 0.0000£+00

29316 in hi.tory 108473

cOlllJ"lt.r tt- 110 :far iD thill rtm

cOlllJ"lter timol in IDCruJ:>.

• ourc. particl•• .,.r m.i..Dut.

randolll Dl:ImblIrs SlIDl1ratlld

61.16 minutell

61.06 Ilti.nut.1I

1.6377E+04

1993243282

III.II-ti-mUa numhllr .v.r i.Il. bank 22

bank OVllr:f!OIlIl to backup :fib 0

d.yn-=ic .tora... 0 VClrrill. o byt••.

~ o:f .uopllld 1I0=C....ightll 1.0000£+00 to 1.0000£+00

1_utron ar;tivity in .ach c.ll print tablll 126

cell

trackll

.nt.rillg

population colli.iou collillioJlll

.. w.ight

(par hilltory)

_ightlld

avens-

w.iJhhd trllck v.iJht tr.ck lIl:fp

(ralatin)

7.3515£-04 1954£-01 9.4258E-+00 9.5056£-01 5.309QE+OO

3.7816E-06 3.0505£-01 1.3246£+01 9.5600E-Ol 1. 1838£+04

2

• •

3039

104034

101476

...,
441

73364

219502

61970

'83

."

17328

2236324

1014355

782

•

1. 7280E~02 1.3457E+OO 4.7207E+OO 9.9753£-01

1.9784E+OO 2.1414£-02 9.9383£-01 9.4172£-01

9.6204£-01 3550E-03 1.0247E+OO 9.5388£-01

3.3880£toOO

8.8422E+OO

1.2111E+OO

total 20_ 375860 3258793 2.9584£+00

1photon activity in .ach cd! print tabb 126

popul.tion colli.iol1Jl collillioDll

.. v.iJht

{.,.r 11i1ltoryl

•,

cell

3

•,

tracks

.nt.riD!

.."
161807

15015

22252

290

143187

357158

70883

24700

8n44

1749257

550365

47583

2

weiJhte<l.

8. 7512E~02 1.5764E+OO 1.5764£+00 1.0034E+00 2.0043£+00

1.73gaE+OO 1. 0778£+00 0778E+00 9. 9627E~01 2.0186£+00

5. 4723E-Ol 2.6436£-01 2.6436£-01 9.9335£-01 7.2368£+00

4.7061£-02 1.5900£+00 1. 5900E+00 9.6857£-01 1.0279£+00

1.99-4-9E--Q6 2.7004£+00 2.7004£+00 9.3803E-Ol 2. 0596E+04

total 2<15230 596218 2434451 2.4215£+00

Iproton activity in. _ch cdl

population

print tabh 126

.uj:lllt.p•

c.ll .. .... ight _ight.d.

(.,.r hilltory) ....rgy

_ighte<l. tracl: ...ight track.lll:fp

....rgy ("latin) (ca.)

2

•

2

•

100<>000

,
o

1071101

2586

,",,0

7

332310313

3%091

12B015

23"

3.3231£+02 3.7373&+01 4.2439£+01 1.000011:+00 7.0281£-03

3.4475£:-01 1.0037E+Ot l.3JQ8.E+Ot 9.9962.!.-Ot t.6009E-03

12034£-01 9,3030&+00 1.3063E+01 9.6576E-Ol 1.368111:-02

2.305SE--03 7.~585£+OO ~.3522E.+OO 9.9002£-01 3.44.34£-04

O,OOOOE+OQ 0.0000£+00 O.OOOOE+-OO O.OOooE+OC C.OOOO.E.+OO

total 1000014 1078074 332785<107

111U211111l1%Y o:f F=ton.ll prcdU::e<l. in D.lIutron ~ol~i.ion.ll
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~ll DUlllher of _i,pt po< ....rgy ~r av, pho1;OD _vIp pe:r _ight/lleUt ....rgy/_m

plIotODJI .0ur<:.8 ~u< .O~ _ut -.., 80urc:a lIeUt coll.i.ioD. c.olli.ioD

522. 5.644SaE--oa a.59200&-03 1.52218&+00 5 . 42642E-Q4 3.26648£-01 4.97218&-01

2 2 102105 t.05980e-Ol 1.75536E-Ot L65631E+OQ 2.05S9n-01 5.356902.-02- a.87267!.-02, 64183 6.4t830E-{J2 3. 17623E--<l2 4.94871£-01 3.9146gE-Oa 6.67152&-02- 3.301541H)2

• • 143 1.54229&-04 2.778142.-04 1. aOt69E+{)O 1.23763E-l0 2.09792&-01 3.77983-01

0 0.00000&+00 O.OOOOQE+OO 0.00000£+00 O. 000002-+00 0.00000£+00 0.00000£+00

, , 0.00000£+00 0.00000£+00 O.OOooaE+OO 0.00000£+00 0.00000&+00 0.00000£+00

total 171655 1.75962E.-Ol 2.16168&-01 1.22849£-+00

__re
-'" .-., ~'lDl. n'lJlllbtol: lIaiprt Qf ".isht «IlII Hil!jh1;

iIlterval phatODJl fnq~v.cy clistribution photOD.A fr.<pwncy diatribUtioD

20.000 0 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000£+00

15.000 , 1.74769£-05 1. 7476911:-05 3.23296£-06 83731&-05 1.8373111:-05

10.000 21 22338E-04 1.,39815E-04 2.S2953E-05 1.4-3754£-04 1.6212T!-04

9.000 364 2.12053t~03 :2.26035£-03 3.73755£-04 2.12406£-03 2.28619£-03

8.000 32' 1.88751£-03 4.14785£-03 3.51416E-04- 1.99711£~03 4.28330E-03

7.000 3517 2.04888&-02 2.46366E~02 3.66882£-03 2.0850U:-02 2.513342.-02

8.000 "98 6.97912£-03 3. 16157E-02 1.32727E-03 7.5429SE-03 3.267632,-02

5.000 1711 9.967157E~3 4.158342.-02 89393E-03 1.07633E-02 4. 34396E-02

'.000 2902 1.690601:-02 5.848942.-02 :20721!-03 82271E-02 6.16667E-02

3.000 498' 2.90641e:~2 8.75535£-02 5 . 40464£-03 3.07149E-02 9.23816£-02

2.000 8538 4.973931:-02 1.37293E-01 9.013159E-03 5_122522.-02 1.4360T!-01

Looo 15411 8.97789t-02 2. 27072l!:-01 1.64649E-02 9.35706E-02 2.37177E-Ol

0.500 61734- 3.59640e:-Ol 5.867122.-01 6.28532£-02 3. 57198£~01 5.94375E-01

0.100 '64" 3.87120t~1 9.73831£-01 6.66770£-02 3.78929E-Ol 9.73304£-01

0.010 '''' 2.18403£-02 9.95672E-01 3.93593£-03 2.23681£-02 9.95672E-01

0.000 743 4.328-46t-03 1.00000E+OO 7.61548£-04 4-.32791E-03 1.00000E+OO

ZIp'''' 100000o

,..'"
Itally 2

171655 1.00000E+OO 1. 75962£-01 1.00000E+OO

tally type 2 particI. tlu:z: a,...~ ovar a "urlace

partic1e<I)· uutron

thi" tally i" .,<ii:tied. by I dOl. functioll.

thi" tally i" all multipliad by 6.00000E+13

2.85578E+05

1. 14486E~1 0.0574

t~l:j"i!l ot tha relUltl ill tha tal11 tlUC1:ll4tion chart bi,. (tfc) tor t.a.lly :2 rith <qI. '" tOO<lOOO

1lOr.aad averap tally par ltinory .. 1.14486E~01

e"tiJllated. tally ralath. .. 0_0574

relative e=or hom lI'ero tallie. .. 0.0521

=~ averaga tally per M"tory "3.259-47E+04

nti:llatri variance of tha variance '" 0 0069

rwmber ot llOn%erc M,tery talHe" .. "8 afficiancy fer tha llO=erc tallia" "0.0004



hinory nmm.r o~ largen tally 969713

(larpat tally)/(av.rage tally) '" 1.258082:+04

largen ImDOrmalized hinory tally '" 4.11325E+08

(larrR tally)""'! DOllZero tally)'" 4.62973J!.+OO

(eoDf'ideuc. int.rval "hift)/-.an ,,0.0021 shifted confidence int.rval c.nt.r '" 1.147212:-01

i~ the larg• .rt hinory "core s""'Pl..,:l so ~ar vere to occur On the next history. the tfc bin quantiti.. would chaD.s- .. follo"s:

..timated quantiti." value at nps valu at nps.1 va!ue(nps+1) / valQ. (nps) -1 .

-~
1. 14486£-01 1. 15926:E-01 0,012580

l'lIlativ• •=, 5.74207E-02 5.80522E-02 0.010998

vari....c. o~ tu ..arilUlC. 6.90263E~03 8.38219£-03 0.214347

shift.o c.nt.r 1.1,*721E-C1 1.aT'>3E-01 0.OOC1S4

~igur. o~ _rit 4.~97E+OO 4.85949£+00 -0.021638

ture is not .nough information in tu larg.at history sCOreS (u.aually 1... thaD. 500 scores) ~or a r.liabl••stilaat. o~ the slo~.

tu hilltory sCOre probability density ~UDctioll appear" to have an wuampl.d region at the larg.st history scor.", pl.a"••xamine.

results of 10 statistical checks for tu .stimated .....".r for tu tally f!u.ctuation chart (Uc) bin of tally

", ""
behaviQr behavior

desired ,"""",

obs.rv.d ,"""",

passeel? y••

---------"1&ti ... .rror~-------- ----variUlC. 0' ."" varianc.---- --figure 0' _rit-- -p<\<-.01_ decre... d.cr.... rat. .01_ d.cre... d.cr.as. rat. .01_ behavior slope

<0 " y•• l/s'l.rt{nps) <0. " y•• 1/"'Ps const....t randolll )3.00

" y•• y•• " y.. y.. const....t raDdolll 0.00

y•• y•• y•• y•• y•• y.. y•• y•• ~

varuiDf;. the tally iD tu tally fluctuation c~ bill did DOt pa" 1 of the 10 statistical cucl<a.

1UJmOrwod t.ally de_ity ~or tally Donz.ro tally DHl1(lIl) .. 8.884£+07 nps" 100000o print table 161

absci... ordinate log plot of tally probahility deuity :tuDction in tally fluctuation chart bin{d><d.ca<t•• slope" 0.0)

tally nlJllbfr mDI. den log den: d--- ~--~~---- ~------------- ---- --d-~-~ ---- -- -- -- - - - -- -~~~----- --- -- -d--- -- - ---~ ~- -- - - --- - - -- -- - - ----

•••........··"'···.. • .. ••••••••.. ••..••••.. 1 .... • .. ••.... • ...... • .. ••....••••••••••• • .... "' .. 1 ...... • ••••

26.14.-13 -12_212 •• ••••.. •• "'· 1 "' .

2.91-13 -12.536 • ....• ..••••••••••....• ..• .. ••••.... • ........1··········.···.·....
3.66-13 -12.436 ..•••••••..•• ••..• ••••••••••• •• 1 •••••••• • ..

23.08-13 -12.512 • •• • •• • • •• 1 • ..

23.87-13 -12.412 • ••••..•••• ••.. •• 1 ..

.3 7.31-13 -12. 136 ••.."'··· ••.. • ••• 1.."' "'."' .

16.12-13 -12.213 •••••••..• •••• 1 .

3 5.81-12 -11.236

3 4.61-12 -11.336

o 0.00+00 0.000

o 0.00+00 0.000

:2 1. 54--12 -11.812

6 2.32-12 ~11.635 \ • .. t .

41.94--12 -11.711 • • • ..• • .. • ·."'.. • 1 : .

11 8.48-13 -12.072 •••.. - ..• • .. • ..•• • •••• • i • .. • ••• •• .. • 1

.3. 16+06 ..••• • ••• ••• •••••.. 1·..··· ..·•···.. ·•·••..• ·•·..·1····· ..· ·•·· ·
3.98+06

5.01+06

6.31+06

7.94+06

1.00+07

1.2'5-+<l1

1.58+01

2.00+07

2.51+01

3.16+01

3.9S+01

5.01+07

6.31+01

,6



7.94+07

1.00«>8

1.26+08

1.58+08

2.00«>8

2.51+08

3.16+08

3.98+08

5.01+08

80 4.90-12 -11.310 ********.**••••••••••**.**.*.**** 1.·*·.****************************·1·········*·****··· .******150 7.29-12 -11.137 m _

59 2.28-12 -11.642 ••••••*.**.*******••••••••••••••• 1··*··········********************* I***.*••*••*••*

16 4.91-13 -12.309 ****.." * * ** I * .

92.19-13 -12.659 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1··············

7 1.35-13 -12.868 .** * * 1·*·*·...

1 1.54-14 -13.813 ..

00.00+00 0.000

1 9.70-15 -14.013

368 3.68-04 d--------------------------------d----------------------------------d.-------------------------------

cumulative tally nUlllber for tally 2 I1ODZe= tally _.u.(IIl) ... 8.884£+07 np.. 100000o print table 162

ordinate plot of tu cumulative nUlllber ot talli.. in tb tally fluctuation chart bin frOlll 0 to 100 p*rcent

tally

2.51189E+06

162282.+06

981082.+06

5.011882.+06

6.309582.+06

7.94329E+06

1.000002.+07

1.25893E,+07

1.584902.+07

1.99626E+07

2.511892.+07

3.162282.+07

3.981082.+07

5.01188£+07

6.309582.+07

7.94329E+07

1. OOOOOE,+08

1.258932.+08

1.584902.+08

nUlllber CUIII pct - --- --- -10---- - - --20--------30--- -----40- -------50-- - - - ---60----- -- -70--------80 --------90- -- -- - -100

0.8151·

1.6301*·

a 1.6301**

6 1.6301 ..

8 2.1741·.

9 2.4461 ..

13 3.533l ••••

19 5.HI31 •••••

21 5.7071 ..

24 6.522j ••

2tl 7.065j •••••..•

28 7.6091 ••

31 8.4241 ••••••••

34 9.2391 • 1

46 12.2281·.· • 1··

125 33.9671 • ..·1··.. • 1..••.. ••• 1••••

275 74.7281_1_1_1_1""""""'1-1_1_1_

334 90.7611·· •• 1..••••••..·1 ·.1 • ..•••• 1 1· • 1 • .. 1 1 1.

350 95.1091 ..••••.. ••.. I··..······j·..• I •••••····I· • 1 1 1 1 \ •••••

1.9952eE+08 359

2.51189E+08 366

3.16228E,+08 367

3.98108E+08 367

5.01188E+08 368

total 368

1tal1y 12 npl

tally type

particle(l) ,

97 .554-1 • ..·····1····*···.. 1.· 1 • • 1 1••••••••• 1 • .. ;· 1 1 •• ..

99.4.571···· ..•••..1·········1· ·*· ·1··· •• 1· ······1•••••••·.I I •.•••••I••.•••.•• j ··1
99. n8 1•••••••·.1·•••••••• 1 1 1.* 1••••••••• 1••••••••• I I ••••••••• j 1

99.7281·········1·········1·······..·1··..•..····1··*·*·..·.1 •••••••••1 1 1•••••••••1 1

100.000 : 1••••••••• ! I ·.I I I j ••••••••• 1 1 1

100 . 000 : ------ --10 ----- ---20-- -- ----30- - -- - -- -40 - ---- - - -so - -- ----60----- ---70- - - - - - -- 60 - - ------90--. ----100

'OOOOOQ

particle flux avera!'td over a .urlace.

photon

thi. tally il all IID1tiplied. by 1.07oooE+14

.-urt.&CI:

2.85576E+\l5

3.234142.-03 0.0679

lan.aJ.y.il of d .. raluln in tl1l tally fluctuation chart bin (tfc) for tll-lly 12 with lip.. 1000000

I I

print tach 160



a"t~t.cl tally rel.ti.... arror .. 0.0679

rel.ti_ a=or fr<>lll zaro tallia. '" 0.0591

286

history D=t.r o:f larpn- tally 965329

(larg..t tlIlly)/C,,_rap tally) .. 1.46124£+04

(<;on:fidaD<;. irttarval "hi:tt)/lIllIlIl1 '" 0.0029

u=on.d ava~ tal~y p-r bi.-tory ,. 9.23Stl&!.+()2

astimat-.;i varia=. ot ta varianca .. 0.0086

d:fi<;i.IICY :for t-a nonz.ro tallia. '" 0.0003

larpst IJmIDrmali_d hi.tory tal~y '" 1.34960E+(l7

(larg..t tally}/(lIVg DoD_ro tuly)'" 4.17g15E+OO

,bi:tta<i <;onfidanca int.rval c:antar ,. 3.24339E-03

it ta largtl"t bin-ory .c:or. aamplad .0 :far ..er. to oc:c:ur oJ1 the Mrt hi.tory. the t:fc;: bin qll4ll.titie. vould <;h.ange all 1'0110"":

a"t~t" <£<LlItrt.itie" val.u at up. v"lWl e,t; rapa+1 valWl(Di'a+l1/val~("i'a) -1.

-~
3.23414E.-03 3.2813gIHl3 0.014611

relative o=r 6.792Q6E.-02 6.84739E-02 0.008146

varilUlCe ot tha varilmCa 8.63799E.-03 9.84703E.-03 0.139967

.hilted ",ental' 3.24339E-03 24403£-03 0.000196

tigure of _rit 3. 54997E+00 49283E+QQ -0.016095

thare ill not aDD. infon-tion in the lar,..t hi.tory "",ore. (Wlually 111.. than 500 ,,<;ore.) tor" ...liabla ani_ta ot the lI1op

tha hilltory "core probability 4.-ity function apJ>aarll to ha-ve all =-ampl-o n~on at tha largtln billtory a<;ore,,: pl.a.. a:nmina.

_____..*>0;*>0;"''''''' _ *>0; ''' = ''',.''',.,. "' == ..

n,,-ultll ot 10 "tatill1:ical <;he<;lI:. tor tba e.tiJaated """er tor the tally tlu.e:tuation chart (He) bin ot tally 12

'" • i> --llIlIan-- ---------relati v• error--------- ----varianc. 0' 'bo varilmCa---- --ti(llX. 0' _rlt-- -pdt-

behavior behavior valwo decre... da<;reu. rate valwo d.ecr.... dacr.... rat. valu beh.avi"r dopll

da.ired. '""""" <0 " '0' 1/.qrt(np.J <0.10 '0' I/np. c:onataut random >3.00

ob.arved '""""" 0 07 '0. '0' 0.01 '0' '0' COD.llt-.nt random 0.00

p....ad? '0' ,.. '0' '0' ,.. ,.. '0' '0. ,.. 00

warning. tlw tally in tlw tally fluctuation chart bin did not pu. 1 01' tu 10 nati.tical <;he<;1uI.

lwmormad tally dell.llity tor tally 12 nonz.ro tally =-=(2) = 3_22911:+06 np." 1000000 p=nt table 161

ab,,<;i..a ordil1&"t.e log plot "f tally probailility "nllity fU;DC1;iQn in tally ~luct\l&tion cban 'oin(4=c1_Cadll, ..~0p"" 0.0)

tally rtIlllIba:r cum d_n log d_n: d----------~----------~-----------------d---------------------------------------d----- -------------

2.00-+<15

2.51+05

3,15+05

3. ga+OS

5.01+05

5.31+05

7.94+05

1.00+06

12.4+-11 -10.1513 • ..• ..• •• ••••• • ..•• • 1· ..

o O.OO+CO 0.000

1 1.54--11 -10.813 •• •• •••••..• .. • ..••••••••• •••• ·i····..········ ..
o.00+00 0 . 000

o 0.00+00 0.000

G 0.00+00 0.000

5 3.06-11 -10 .514 • •• • • ..• ..• • .. • ••..• • ••····.··1····..·..··..· ··· · · 1..
146.81-11 -10.167 : • • •••••• 1 •••

78



29.72-13 -12.012 ..

191.16-11 -10.934 ••• 1 • .

28 2.16-11 -10.666 • •• ••• • ······1 ••..••• .

1.26-+06

1.58+06

2.00-+06

2.51-+06

3.16+06

3.98-+06

5.01-+06

6.31-+06

7.94+06

1.00-+07

1.26-+07

1.58-+07

total

13 5.02-11 -10.299

24 7.36-11 -10.133

22 5.36-11 -10.271

32 6.19-11 -10.208

54 8.30-11 -10.081

37 4.52-11 -10.346

33 3.20-11 -10.495

o 0.00+00 0.000

3.07-13 -12.513

286 2. 86-<14

........................................................·····1·..···• ••· •• • •··•.1 .

......................................_ • .. 1 1 .

...................................................................... t 1 ..

.......· ·• · ·· ····················1·· ·..• ··· ·•····•··.··· 1 ··............· • •· •••..··1······ •• 1 .----------------,'-

................................................................ 1 1 ..

d--------------------------------~------d---------------------~-----------------d-------------------

cUllUlstive tally nUBlher for tally 12 nonzero tally _(.) • 3. 229E+{)6 nps· 1000000 print table 162

cum. ordinate plot of tu cUllUleti". nUBber ot talli.. in the tally fluctlUtion c:hart bin from 0 to 100 percent

taUy nwae..r c_ pC"t --------10----- ---20---- - ---30----~---40--------SO-- -- ----60-- - ~- - - -70--- -- ---80- ----- - -00- -- -- --100

1. 99526£-+OS 0.3501

58 20.2801 ··1 .. • • •••• 1

80 27.9721.· ··1······· .. ·1·· .

112 39.1611 ··1· ..• ..••.. ·.1 •••• 1 ••.. 1

0.3501

0.6991·

0.699]·

0.6991·

0.6991·

,
,
,

21 7.343] ••••• ..•

34 11.8881 ···1··

283 98.951!····.····1··..••••..·1····.. ····1 • 1 I ••••••••• I !.. • .. • .. • ••·I ••••••••• I •••••••··I

285 99.650 I ··1 • ..••• 1 I 1 1 1 1 1••••••••• 1•••••• 1

285 99.65<11· ··1 ..••..• 1•••• •• 1 1 1 1 •• 1· ] • 1 ·1

203 70.9791_1=-1_1-.1 1_1_1.

23(i 82.5171.· ·····1 ..••••..• 1 •••.. 1· ··1 I I !•• • •••••·I •••

166 58.0421· ·1 .. • ·1.·••••••• 1 • 1 1 .

286 100.0001 • 1 • 1·••••• 1 1 1 1 1••••••••• 1•• • ..·1· 1
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Chapter 7

APPENDIX B - Calculated

neutron and photon dose rates

The neutron and photon dose rate values calculated in this study are pre

sented in the tables below. The data is categorized under isotropic and

anisotropic source terms. In order to obtain the dose attenuation factors of

each material equation (3.21) was used. The dose rate without shielding is

given separately in Table 7.1 below. Note that the for anisotropic source

terms the values represented in this study are those values obtained when

the spherical geometry was modeled.

7.1 Isotropic source terms

Tables 7.2, to 7.7 give the values obtained from the determination of (a)

boron carbide mixing percentage, (b) depth of iron with respect to iron/wax

shield, and (c) the position of iron/wax with respect to iron/wax/iron shield.

respectively.
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Geometry (cm) Source (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2 )

Neutron Photons

Spherical Isotropic 1.74 xlO 9.56 x10-1

Anisotropic 1.51 xlO 7.87 X10-1

Cylindrical Isotropic 1.38 x 10 7.53 XlO~l

Table 7.1: Neutron and photon dose rates calculated at 1.5 m from centre of

source without shielding.

7.1.1 spherical geometry

Tables 7.2 to 7.4 shows the values obtained for this geometry.
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Weight percent Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2)

Neutron Photons

0% 5.22 x 10-3 1.26 X 10-2

0.5% 4.78x 10-3 1.81 x1O-3

1% 4.29 x10-3 1.42 x 10-3

1.5% 4.46 x10-3 1.27 x 10-3

2% 4.46 x 10-3 1.15 X 10-3

2.5% 4.59 x 10-3 1.01 X 10-3

3% 4.57 X 10-3 9.82 x 10-4

4% 4.61 x 10-3 8.74 x1O-4

5% 4.36 x 10-3 7.96 X 10-4

6% 4.48 x 10-3 7.79 X 10-4

7% 4.55 x10-3 7.98 x1O-4

8% 4.49 x1O-3 7.09 x1O-4

Table 7.2: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/lead spherical geometry. as function of

boron carbide mixing ratio.
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Fe thickness (cm) Wax thickness (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2
)

Neutron Photons

0 60 3.61 X 10-1 1.94 X 10-1

10 50 2.60 xlO-1 7.17 x10-2

20 40 1.71 xlO-1 4.40 x10-2

30 30 1.20 xlO- 1 4.49 x 10-2

40 20 7.90 xlO-2 5.74 x 10-2

41 19 7.39 xlO-2 5.93 x 10-2

42 18 6.47 xlO-2 6.16 xlO- 2

43 17 6.95 x 10-2 5.93 X 10-2

44 16 6.30 x 10-2 6..51 X 10-2

45 15 6.81 x 10-2 6.85 X 10-2

46 14 6.67 x 10-2 7.02 xlO-2

47 13 6.97 X 10-2 7.26 x 10-2

Table 7.3: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1..5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax spherical geometry, as function of iron

depth.
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Fe (cm) Wax (cm) Fe (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2
)

Neutron Photons

0 20 40 5.95 xlO- 1 3.29 xlO-3

10 20 30 3.25 xlO-1 2.42 x 10-3

20 20 20 2.12 xlO-1 2.54 xlO-3

30 20 10 1.35 xlO- 1 5.06 x10-3

40 20 0 7.90 xlO-2 5.74 x10-2

Table 7.4: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/iron spherical geometry, as function of

iron/wax depth.

7.1.2 cylindrical geometry

Tables 7.5 to 7.7 show the values obtained for this geometry.
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Weight percent Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2
)

Neutron Photons

0% 3.33 xlO-3 1.02 x 10-2

0.5% 2.92 xlO-3 1.55 x 10-3

1% 3.01 x 10-3 1.29 X 10-3

1.5% 2.99 x10-3 1.11 x 10-3

2% 3.09 xlO-3 9.55 x 10-4

2.5% 2.87 X 10-3 8.47 xlO-4

3% 2.68 x 10-3 7.77 xlO-4

4% 2.57 x 10-3 6.57 X 10-4

5% 2.64 x 10-3 .5.69 X 10-4

6% 2.85 xlO-3 5.26 x 10-4

7% 3.05 xlO-3 5.40 x 10-4

8% 3.05 x 10- 3 4.75 xlO-4

Table 7.5: :"eutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre of

source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/lead cylindrical geometry, as function of

boron carbide mixing ratio.
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Fe thickness (cm) Wax thickness (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2 )

Neutron Photons

0 60 2.14 x1O-1 1.26 x 10-1

10 50 1.51 X 10-1 4.31 X 10-2

20 40 9.79 X 10-2 2.62 X 10-2

30 30 7.18 x1O-2 2.95 x 10-2

40 20 3.54 x10-2 3.99 x1O- 2

41 19 3.40 x 10-2 4.17 X 10-2

42 18 3.54 x1O-2 4.36 x 10-2

43 17 3.66 x1O-2 4.41 x 10-2

44 16 3.22 x 10-2 4.64 X 10-2

45 15 3.41 x 10-2 4.78 X 10-2

46 14 3.39 x1O-2 5.00 x 10-2

47 13 3.51 x 10-2 5.28 X 10-2

Table 7.6: !\'eutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre of

source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax cylindrical geometry, as function of iron

depth.
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Fe (cm) Wax (cm) Fe (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2
)

Neutron Photons

0 20 40 3.49 x10-1 2.36 xlO-3

10 20 30 1.90 X 10-1 1.31 X 10-3

20 20 20 1.15 X 10-1 1.23 X 10-3

30 20 10 6.89 x10-2 2.89 xlO-3

40 20 0 3.54 x10-2 3.99 xlO-2

Table 7.7: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre of

source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/iron cylindrical geometry, as function of

iron/wax depth.

7.2 Anisotropic

Similarly, the values of dose attenuation factor as a function of (a) boron

carbide, (b) iron thickness, and (c) iron/wax interface are respectively given

in Tables 7.8 and 7.10 below.
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Weight percent Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2)

Neutron Photons

0% 5.85 x 10-3 1.56 X 10-2

0.5% 5.69xlO-3 2.76 xlO-3

1% 5.90 x 10-3 2.14 xlO-3

1.5% 5.76 x10-3 2.14 X 10-3

2% 5.41 x 10-3 1.71 x10-3

2.5% 5.49 xlO-3 1.68 x 10-3

3% 5.29 x 10-3 1.44 X 10-3

4% 5.25 x 10-3 1.33 X 10-3

5% 5.44 x 10-3 1.29 X 10-3

6% 5.08 x 10-3 1.17 X 10-3

7% 5.02 x 10-3 1.16 xlO-3

8% 5.18 x 10-3 1.06 X 10-3

Table 7.8: :\eutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/lead spherical geometry, as function of

boron carbide mixing ratio.
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Fe thickness (cm) Wax thickness (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2)

Neutron Photons

0 60 3.52 X 10-1 1.68 X 10-1

10 50 2.43 X 10-1 7.37 X 10-2

20 40 1.67 X 10-1 4.31 X 10-2

30 30 1.12 X 10-1 4.50 X 10-2

40 20 8.24 xlO-2 5.71 x 10-2

41 19 8.16 x 10-2 5.96 X 10-2

42 18 7.62 xlO- 2 6.23 x 10-2

43 17 7.64 xlO-2 6.43 x 10-2

44 16 7.03 xlO-2 6.68 x 10-2

45 15 6.99 x 10-2 6.86 xlO-2

46 14 6.75 x 10-2 7.19 X 10-2

47 13 6.88 xlO- 2 7.35 x 10-2

Table 7.9: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax spherical geometry, as function of iron

depth.
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Fe (cm) Wax (cm) Fe (cm) Dose rate (Sv/hr x particle/cm2
)

Neutron Photons

0 20 40 5.63 x10- 1 2.90 x10- 3

10 20 30 3.11 X 10- 1 2.12 xlO-3

20 20 20 1.83 X 10-1 2.54 xlO-3

30 20 10 1.29 xlO- 1 4.85 x 10-3

40 20 0 8.24 xlO-2 5.71 x 10-2

Table 7.10: Neutron and photon dose rate calculated at 1.5 m from centre

of source for a 60 cm thick iron/wax/iron spherical geometry, as function of

iron/wax depth.
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